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Accurate situation awareness is critical to effective control room operations. Control room operators must monitor and understand a wide variety of information that can change rapidly, often across distributed complex systems. This can tax the ability of even experienced control room operators to stay on top of what is happening, and not just react, but project future trends so as to make proactive decisions that maintain the safety and efficiency of operations.

In *Situation Management for Process Control*, Doug Rothenberg addresses this need for situation awareness and provides tools for operators and managers of control rooms to actively manage the situation. This includes a consideration of both normal and emergency operations along with many real-world examples. Operator readiness, training and support tools are covered, along with key components of effective shift handovers. Rothenberg also covers the importance of effective control room design, with an emphasis on systems that are both user-centered and that conform to human-machine interface design standards. Overreliance on automation and alarm systems are shown to be particular hazards that Rothenberg focuses on.

This book is written for operators, engineers, and line managers of process control rooms who want to improve the safety and effectiveness of their operations. Rothenberg’s focus on situation management emphasizes the need for the highest level of situation awareness—projection. It requires that operators be provided with early warning for proactive management of abnormal situations, plans for various contingencies, and the needed resources and authorities to resolve operational problems quickly and efficiently when they arise. The key tools for success can be found...
in not just relying on operator training, but on equipping operators with systems that support their real needs for situation awareness, coupled with organizational tools to support rapid decision-making and action when needed.

Mica R. Endsley, PhD
President, and CEO of SA Technologies
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Part I
Operational Integrity
Getting Started

If you think safety is expensive, try an accident. Accidents cost a lot of money. And, not only in damage to plant and in claims for injury, but also in the loss of the company's reputation.

Trevor Kletz (Process Safety Expert)

When we think about the future of the world, we always have in mind its being where it would be if it continued to move as we see it moving now. We do not realize that it moves not in a straight line ... and that its direction changes constantly.

Ludwig Wittgenstein (Philosopher)

Control room operators and operation center controllers (hereafter we will use the term operator for both) manage the real-time performance of a capital enterprise easily worth many hundreds of millions of dollars. We ask them to shoulder the burden of everything that goes wrong during their watch, all without any recognition when nothing does, and precious little (if not actual blame) when something goes wrong and they are just barely able to manage things. Within their area of responsibility and authority they must be able to view every control loop, most sensors, all the equipment, and much of the supporting utilities, and then adjust as appropriate. This is not an easy job. When something actually does go very wrong, the inability to maintain situational awareness is a major loss. Its loss directly contributes to almost every disaster event that was not the result of spontaneous complete surprise. No one wants...
an incident. But incidents and disasters happen. We now know to a high degree of certainty that they happen because those in charge of ensuring that they do not happen are not aware that they are. They fail to know the situation. They are unaware of what is really going on, what is likely to happen, or what is not happening that they think is.

There is a lot of material here. But it is not intended to be exhaustive. Rather, it is a very good overview. It has been written in a relaxed style. Most of all, it should make sense and give you a very good start at putting your arms around control room operational safety. This book is about how to design for, attain, and sustain a responsible level of operational safety. We will get more into safety in the next chapter. For now, let us get started. Each chapter begins with a framework of important points. These key concepts should be helpful to identify important thoughts about the material.

1.1 Key Concepts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Top Line</th>
<th>The only pathway to commercial success is to operate safely and responsibly. Safety and responsibility go hand in hand. All enterprises are capable of doing it that way. And the tools and skills are readily available and effective to use.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enough Time</td>
<td>Having enough time is the single most essential ingredient for successful situation management. Notwithstanding everything else, if one has enough time, everything is possible. Without it, almost nothing is.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manager’s Role</td>
<td>It is management’s duty to ensure that the enterprise is appropriate to task, the operations team is effective, and the operational requirements are set for safe, responsible, and effective operations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operator’s Role</td>
<td>The operator is an essential part of the manufacturing team. Operator success will be limited by the extent that the enterprise is effectively designed, appropriately constructed, properly maintained, and responsibly managed (financially and administratively).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Situation Management</td>
<td>Situation management is a technology mature enough to provide a framework and methodology for an enterprise to significantly improve operators’ abilities to effectively and successfully manage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornerstones of Situation</td>
<td>The enterprise must provide: 1. Early enough warning to provide sufficient time for proactive and successful remediation to abnormal situations 2. Effective plans with appropriate contingencies 3. Sufficient resources at hand to be successful at managing, if success is possible 4. Conditional authority for all parties to act or continue to act to resolve operational problems so long as such action is appropriate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Accidents and Incidents

Accidents and incidents are not only growing in frequency, the extent of damage they cause is alarmingly increasing. If we are able to learn from the experiences of others, we might avoid many of the devastating impacts of firsthand knowledge.

A failure-to-operate of any safety-related protection device, even if a second such device provided eventual full protection, is an incident and not a near miss.

Last Opportunity

Situation management provides the wherewithal and technology for the operator to attempt to successfully manage abnormal situations before existing infrastructure safe-operational safeguards are challenged.

Managers’ Bottom Line

No reasonable amount of personnel selection, training, requirements enforcement, or anything else can surmount the reasonable ability of any individual person to perform. It is not responsible practice to place the majority of the burden on the hands-on operator beyond his appropriate capabilities.

It is therefore a requirement for responsible enterprise operation that management provide appropriate tools, supervision, and assistance.

Operators’ Bottom Line

It is the sum total of the decisions and actions the operator makes, within the capabilities of the enterprise, that determines whether or not the enterprise in his care operates safely and productively.

1.2 Introduction

This book is intended to give you options, not tell you what to do. But, it is not meant to be a “choose one from column 1 and one from column 2” and so on. Rather, the coverage is intentionally broad. It is designed to reinforce your background if you are already working on control room technology and operator support. The materials here are not the only ways to achieve the goal of effective situation management. On the other hand, if you are new to all of this, this book provides a supportive background and comprehensive introduction. Certainly, there are additional resources that go considerably deeper into the ergonomics of operator station design, control room architecture, detailed construction of human-machine interface (HMI) screens and controls, and more. The references at each chapter end provide a few selected resources. Consider those once you have a good framework of what to ask and how to approach things.

This book is intended to give you options, not tell you what to do.

Take the time to understand what is going on and what is needed to do the job well. Situation Management for Process Control unifies the understanding of how to deliver real value to control room operations. Properly understood and executed, it
Situation Management for Process Control

is a game changer for safe and effective real-time management of industrial plants and operations. It delivers a firm technical framework that ties together all the traditional individual aspects (procedures, HMI, control room design, alarm systems, etc.) into a technology to understand and design effective control room management operations for enterprises. This is a unified approach with explicit tools to deliver situation management to control room operators. An important new contribution is the concepts and technology of weak signals and their use to supplement the alarm system to cover the rest of the situations that alarms are not intended or able to manage.

Operators monitor, understand, and manage situations and events that need intervention. We use people because of the expense of fully automating proper management without them; the complexity of automatically managing that makes it very difficult to design appropriate technology; the inability to predict events or manage those events that might be predictable but are too “soft” to prearrange for their management; or, most often, a combination of these reasons. With the support of the operations team, operators ensure proper operation. The job to ensure proper operation must be accompanied with the ability to be successful. Doing this right provides the world’s population with goods and services to make their lives more comfortable and enjoyable. From food and pharmaceuticals to the expansive host of consumer products, to the iron, steel, and engineered materials to make them, the process industry depends on operators to competently manage. They are on duty second-by-second, minute-by-minute, and hour-by-hour, day in and day out, attending to the making and delivering. To meet this responsibility they must be qualified, motivated, unimpaired, undistracted, and trained; and they must have all necessary tools.

Operators must actually be able to monitor what is in their charge, understand what that monitoring is showing them, and plan and actualize any needed changes. This begins with situation awareness. Situation awareness means knowing what is happening in the plant or operation and understanding what it means. The unfortunate reality is that there are few ready convenient indicators available to measure whether or not operators achieve good situation awareness, nor whether they even have the chance to achieve that awareness as a consequence of the design of their operator interface equipment. Missing situation awareness has been implicated in most of the incidents that have led to significant loss of life or plant damage and consequential environmental exposure. However, it is the combination of situation awareness, situation assessment, and the ability to successfully manage abnormal situations that we need—in other words, situation management. Proper situation management changes the game.
The undeniable and unavoidable facts that govern successful control room operator performance center directly on what is expected. What is expected is simple and profound: watching to make sure that the operations are properly progressing or not. When they are not, operators must understand what is going wrong and take corrective action to make it right. This requires two skills: the cognitive skill of seeing and understanding whether or not something is going wrong, and the skill for performing the direct intervention to make proper changes that work. The main thrust of situation management includes those cognitive skills as well as the resources for guiding intervention. The specifics of what intervention should be effected is left to experts in the process or enterprise as documented in the totality of operating procedures and protocols. This book knits those aspects together into an effective whole, supplementing missing structure and tools wherever possible.

According to a recent survey of process automation professionals conducted by Control magazine,

Survey respondents acknowledged the potential for operators to significantly influence plant performance, as well as ongoing need to improve measures that would make them more effective in their jobs.

When asked to what extent better prepared operator could positively influence key performance metrics, respondents placed significant accountability in the hands of the operators. Operators not only have a big impact on availability, equipment damage and personnel safety, but can play a big role in quality, environmental and economic performance as well....

But an overwhelming majority of survey respondents also confirmed the increasing scope of board operator responsibilities, with more than three-fourths indicating a growing workload....

Operational success rests squarely on operators' shoulders. Providing the tools, processes, and technology for them to be dependably successful has been a challenging task. There are many options for almost every situation. Most plants and operations have settled into similar tool kits and operation protocols. Yet production and operations continue to be fraught with an unacceptable level of incidents, accidents, and disasters. Personnel are deliberately hired and trained; operating schedules purposefully set and closely maintained; operating goals and requirements carefully laid out; most operating procedures designed, trained against, and largely enforced; and all manner of reporting and daily communications performed. But, when we strip everything extraneous away, operating was largely done by practicing what was

taught through on-the-job training, occasional qualifications testing, and other loosely structured ways. This is not to say that anything was careless or thoughtless. Just the opposite—a purposeful action plan was usually followed. Unfortunately, most of the action plans are weak in actual effective operational technology. The operator has a great deal of responsibility but few really good tools to meet it.

What we did not fully appreciate was that the control-room operating environment must provide all the necessary tools to allow the operator to meet that responsibility. Operating displays, instead of simply housing data, information, and control handles, must organize and convey the information in ways that operators readily, almost instinctively, use. This means information must be predesigned and appropriately located to be available so the operator does not have to graze and hunt for clues and causes. The alarm system must be designed to find all abnormal situations engineering and good operating experiences can identify that require intervention. Color is used only for information. Nested levels of display structure should be designed so that important problems and concerns are readily discernable and subtle problems and issues are easily noted. Icons, gauges, and dashboards are used to clearly expose early operational unusuals. Their design must explicitly ensure that operators understand the limits of their effectiveness. And we must provide powerful assistance to coordinate with additional personnel during serious events.

1.3 Cautions and Ground Rules

Design and Safety Notice

In addition to the broad and comprehensive approach to developing a working solution to the situation management problem, an important strength of this book is the wealth of examples, alternatives, and suggestions for your understanding and consideration. All control schemes, design suggestions, displays, diagrams, tables, figures, trend charts, lists, and the like described and illustrated in this book refer to materials that have been designed to amplify and explain concepts and practices intended to help get this material across to you. They are provided for training and understanding purposes only and are not intended as models for design or for implementation. The choice of what to design, which aspects to implement, and how that will be done must be retained wholly by qualified, authorized members of the enterprise staff, who must act with full knowledge of their specific plant configuration, process conditions, equipment, and applicable statutory practices and requirements.

No single work is capable of conveying the entire collective experience and important nuances necessary for success. After reading this book, if you have plans for
implementing the suggestions presented, please seek additional specific guidance and experience from knowledgeable experts.

**Conflicts with Established Protocols or Statutory Requirements**

The express purpose of this book is to place a wealth of best practice information into the hands of the industrial and enterprise community for their understanding and consideration. It is the sole responsibility of the user community to decide their specific operational policies. No material contained herein is intended to circumvent that responsibility.

No claim in this book is meant to imply or otherwise suggest that any item, example, technology, tool, or illustration is or would be a sufficient solution for responsible operation. No included material is meant to suggest compliance with any policy, standard, or legal or other statutory requirement.

**Exclusion of Special Systems and Responsibilities**

This discussion mentions important aspects regarding the safety of personnel, the physical security of plants and enterprises, and related aspects that may in some way apply or relate to operators, control rooms, and operation centers. All of these topics require special knowledge and additional practices that are well beyond the scope and intention of this reference. No aspect of this coverage is intended to guide or inform as to their proper design or use, with the possible exception of alarm compatibility and control room human factors considerations. Even those must be carefully designed and implemented by appropriately qualified personnel.

**How to Read This Book**

You have opened a substantial reference book. Lots of pages. Lots of material. Lots of ideas and concepts; some you may already know, others are very new. The organization of the material has been carefully selected for a reader beginning at the start and carefully reading to the end. This helps orient you to relate what you read to what you already know. It allows each topic to progress within a framework and foundation so you can add each part as you come to it and choose to use it. And it provides a good way to tie it all together, rather than have you end up with many distinct ideas and tools. Sure, individually they are sharp and useful. But you already know that is not enough. For it all to make a difference for you, your operators, and your enterprise, it must fold back into your culture in a way that reinforces everything that is already there. That is what you will be doing. I provide the concepts, tools, and motivation.
The fact is that management can not learn by experience alone what they must do to improve.

The job of management is inseparable from the welfare of the company.

W. Edwards Deming (Quality Expert)

Don’t be tempted to equate transient dominance with either intrinsic superiority or prospects for extended survival.

Stephen Jay Gould (Evolutionary Biologist)

The enterprise or plant working as needed is the entire reason for its being. So it is important to know what is useful to be there so that everything that is needed is there and works to deliver. This way, the operator will be able to do his part. Safe and responsible operation is the only way to stay in business. You cannot set a safe level of unsafe that agrees with a budget or allows you to manufacture your products at a selling price that returns a decent profit and expect that any safety level will be okay. So how does management decide what to require and what to “take chances with”? The answer will determine whether or not the plant or enterprise will be sustainable. Safe operation is a threshold. This is the minimum. Everything below it will not work. Above that level is not guaranteed to be safe, but it should meet the generally accepted criteria for due diligence. The need is to achieve “best practices.” If they do not seem needed, appear too complicated for your culture, or cost more than you are prepared to spend, perhaps
you might want to place your time and treasure into another investment—this one is going to let you down when you can least afford it.

The *situation management* premise, and core message of this book, is that for an enterprise to expect an operator to properly manage, the enterprise and operator must possess a complete and proper infrastructure: equipment, maintenance, processes and procedures, training, and pride of participation from all. Collectively, these constitute best practices. A few items may be entirely new to you. Others you may know. You can find them in many industrial management resources. We cannot completely cover the topics here. Rather, the intent is to introduce them into a larger frame of situation management. When you are ready for more, there is a wealth of available information out there. Situation management provides the integration pathway that puts it together in ways that both make sense and work. It is the reason why and the glue for getting the job done. Without a strong infrastructure in place and fully operational, no amount of attention and care during operations can be strong enough to overcome missing parts.

### 2.1 Key Concepts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Importance of Safety</th>
<th>If you intend to stay in business, safe and responsible operation are not parametric. Safety is not anything until it is everything.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quality of Operation</td>
<td>Management culture and style is the most important determinator of long-term operational success and operator effectiveness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short-Term versus Long-Term</td>
<td>Any responsible long-term objective when compared to a similar short-term one will <em>always be worse in the short term</em>. Therefore, all attempts to compare them in the short term are a deliberate effort to be unfair. All plans and work must be long term.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enterprise Design</td>
<td>Enterprise design determines the upper limit of operational ability. No amount of operator attention and proper operational decisions can overcome the inherent weaknesses in equipment design and maintenance, ineffective procedures and protocols, and lack of proper training and supervision.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect Process Understanding</td>
<td>A perfect understanding of an entire plant or enterprise is not essential for good and proper operation. However, every piece used must be reasonably well understood and specifically accounted for in the operation procedures, protocols, and training.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essential Decomposition</td>
<td>The ability to decompose a plant or enterprise into well-defined, understandable pieces is essential to being able to understand and manage it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perishable Skills</td>
<td>All skills tend to degrade if not refreshed and then properly evaluated and reinforced.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2.2 Introduction

This chapter begins with the basics of enterprises and the inherent responsibilities of their senior management. The culture and constitution of an enterprise are the
most reliable predictors for long-term operational success. The chapter concludes with important technology for carving out small enough parts of the enterprise to have a good understanding of how it works and where it can benefit from your attention. The ability to decompose a plant or enterprise into well-defined, understandable pieces is essential to being able to manage it.

The Enterprise

An enterprise (plant or operation) is often an extensive organization with many moving parts and complexity. It is the organized action of making of goods and services for sale; enterprises can be any type of organization, including businesses, nonprofits, and government agencies. The term *commercial enterprise* combines the meanings of the words *commerce* and *enterprise*. Therefore, a commercial enterprise is a business that engages in buying, producing, and selling activities for the purposes of making a profit.2

Enterprise is one of the broadest terms used to describe an organization. In general, an enterprise is an organized collection of people and systems working toward shared goals. A more specific interpretation of enterprise expects that all departments and employees within the organization have synergistic responsibilities to achieve goals.3

It is All About Culture

A poignant experience with the then-manager of BP’s Toledo Refinery (Toledo, Ohio, United States) reveals the mark of a leader. This story goes back a few years.

Soon after taking over the leadership, he noticed that the equipment painting in the refinery was in dire need of refreshing. He tasked the maintenance manager to review the situation and produce an estimate for doing the work. The estimate was done and duly delivered. After carefully looking it over, the refinery manager asked whether in fact the entire refinery could be properly repainted for the estimated amount. There was a rather long and silent pause. At the end, the maintenance manager admitted that it could not. When asked, he replied that he did not think the actual estimate would be accepted since it was a considerable expense. Whereupon the refinery manager said that it was the maintenance manager’s responsibility to produce appropriate, truthful, and accurate reports. It was the refinery manager’s responsibility to decide the appropriate action. In this case he noted that if the estimate were too much for one year’s budget, he’d stretch it over to two. The maintenance manager got the message. The refinery got properly repainted.4

3 Kokemuller, “What is a commercial enterprise?”
4 Jim Shaeffer, personal communication with the author, ca. 1993.
Unless your plant or other enterprise has its “ducks in a row,” it is unlikely that it can perform. It does not happen without purposeful design that includes the physical equipment (including maintenance), operational procedures and protocols, a willing and able professional staff, and a rich culture that melds it all together into a reliable and safe entity. Let us visit some important parts.

**Walk the Walk**

Leadership requires capable leaders (knowledgeable, honest, and communicative) with a message that captures the hearts and hands of followers, and methods that are fair and effective. Responsible leadership requires that the desired goals be reachable and sustainable. Effective leadership requires that the leaders share the workload and the prizes. Sure, different hands do different work. But work is done. Managers must do the hard work and share equitably the spoils of success.

Some of this hard work is actual work. For example, three important uses of emergency and crisis management teams (Chapter 10, “Situation Management”) are to conduct readiness assessments, provide coaching, and perform training evaluations. While most of the detailed design and implementation of an enterprise is done by subject matter experts, senior personnel should do the evaluations of performance. Delegation must not get in the way of responsibility and control.

**Walking the Walk**

Leaders walk the walk. This is a not-so-subtle expression that it captures all—leaders must “get down into the trenches” and see what their followers see; feel what their followers feel; and give to the enterprise what they ask their followers to contribute. Sure, the workforce (middle managers, supervisors, engineers, technicians and journeymen, operators and attendants, and all manner of other support personnel) does not expect that managers wear the same shoes as they wear. But they do expect those fancy shoes to get dirty when they should. But dirty shoes cannot be the only ticket to leadership. Workers expect to see hard decisions made carefully—just as leaders expect careful attention by all their personnel to their duties and responsibilities. Leaders are expected to lead in integrity, responsibility, honesty, and success. Here are examples:

When Hewlett-Packard (HPQ) faced a recession in 1970, co-founder Bill Hewlett took the same 10% pay cut as the rest of his employees.

During the early years at Charles Schwab (SCHW), whenever the customer-service phone lines got really busy, founder “Chuck” Schwab dropped everything and answered calls along with everyone else at the company who had a stock broker’s license.

Whenever Wal-Mart founder (WMT) Sam Walton traveled on business, he rented the same compact economy cars and stayed in the same inexpensive hotels as his employees.
For the first nine years that his Union Square Café was in business, owner Danny Meyer was there in person every day—clearing tables and mopping spills along with his staffers—as together they made it a top-ranked restaurant in New York City.

Ray Kroc picked up the wastepaper in the parking lot whenever he visited a McDonald’s (MCD) to show cleanliness was a continual job for everyone—even the CEO.5

These brief illustrations get to the heart of the message. Please walk that walk.

Talking the Talk
Communication is a great tool. Leaders need to use it effectively, consistently, and often enough. Well, that is the easy part. Easy because leaders talk “top down.” Their talk is broadcast using the very fabric of the enterprise infrastructure: newsletters, memos, town hall meetings, and the like. But “talk” is not communication. Effective communication begins with listening. Responsible organizations develop powerful mechanisms for all stakeholders to communicate—to talk and to listen.

Understanding the Plant or Enterprise
A perfect understanding of an entire plant or enterprise is not essential for good and proper operation. However, every piece used must be reasonably well understood and specifically accounted for in the operation procedures and training. This goes way beyond familiarity. We are talking about a level of expertise that permits those in control of operations to recognize proper operation, understand the nuances of operation going astray, and professionally manage situations that require intervention. This understanding must be embedded into the fabric of the enterprise to ensure continuous improvement and continuity between stewards.

The Mindful Organization
A mindful organization6 may seem like something made up to sound important and provide good filler for a politically correct chapter in a book. This is not the case here. A mindful organization or, as you may be more familiar with it, a high-reliability organization is one that has achieved a sustained level of successful operation.7 Much of the success is attributable to the inherent fabric of its design. It is so important that no organization can aspire to achieve such success without it. To the point of this book,

yes, there are going to be a large number of useful tools and ideas presented. At the end of the day, they are going to be largely a waste of time unless your organization itself is healthy and fit—highly reliable. There is more later in the chapter.

2.3 Silos

This topic is important for an effective enterprise. Probably everything you have heard about silos in organizations was negative: make sure you do not have any silos; if you have them, get rid of them. That is because of the “silo mentality.” Silos here are a very different story. Most silos are really beneficial. Having them well developed and competently used is going to be an enterprise best practice. First we split silos into two discussions. There are information silos; those are the bad guys. And there are functional silos; the ones that produce expertise and competence for well-functioning component parts to an organization. Let us begin with what a silo is and go from there.

A silo is usually thought of as a tower used to store bulk material like grains. Most silos are in the form of a cylinder and bring to mind an idea of something large with a lot of internal content but not much connected to anything else. On a farm they would look as shown in Figure 2-1.

Our silo is a conceptual term used to describe a collection of stuff (people, equipment, documents, collective memory, etc.). Most of what is inside goes together. That going together can be a nice organized fit or just a mishmash. Our silos are mostly organized around the organization and function of plants and industrial enterprises. Figure 2-2 depicts one representing “mechanical” from the set of engineering silos. Inside is a trained group of mechanical and related engineers. They have an appropriate range of experience. They are required to maintain a certain acceptable level of

![Figure 2-1. Agricultural silos illustrating their individual significant size but showing no visible connection between them.](image-url)
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competence. This may include certification and possibly registration. They are encouraged to participate in professional enrichment programs. They have access to technical resource materials in their discipline. There is a well-established protocol for consulting outside resources for guidance, assistance, or handoff. Summarizing, within the mechanical silo are all the necessary resources for it to be relied on by the enterprise for mechanical engineering services.

Figure 2-3 depicts a larger organization composed of silos for engineering operations, maintenance, and sales and marketing. Management and support, legal, and environmental silos are also needed but are not shown in this figure. Notice there are silos within silos. The silos within silos depict the way individual centers or functions

![Pictorial depiction of a mechanical engineering silo.](image1)

![Depiction of an enterprise with component organizational parts shown as silos. Three are illustrated. Of course, there are more. Within each is a complete set of organized components (let us also refer to them as subsilos, but each is a silo as well) that together make up a well-functioning component. Each silo and each subsilo has the essential properties within itself to properly function.](image2)

This is an excerpt from the book. Pages are omitted.
Everyone doing his best is not the answer. It is first necessary that people know what to do.

W. Edwards Deming (Quality Expert)

It should not be necessary for each generation to rediscover principles of process safety which the generation before discovered. We must learn from the experience of others rather than learn the hard way. We must pass on to the next generation a record of what we have learned.

Jesse C. Ducommun

Recalling from Chapter 1, Operators form the front lines of safe and effective manufacturing, transportation, and distribution. Operators are a backbone for responsible activities to provide the world’s population with the goods and services to make their lives more comfortable and enjoyable. From food and pharmaceuticals to the expansive host of consumer products, to the iron, steel, and engineered materials to make them, the process industry depends on operators to competently manage. They are on duty second-by-second, minute-by-minute, and hour-by-hour, day in and day out, attending to the making and delivering. To do this right requires proper tools and competencies. Situation management is about providing sufficiently capable, properly tooled, and available human operation to a control room or operation center.

The hard work of operating is the operator’s (or controller’s) responsibility. The mastering of sufficient skills and capabilities is his responsibility. The arrival for duty and continuation of attention during the full course of duty is his responsibility. Skillfully performing the needed activities is his responsibility. But all the rest is the enterprise’s responsibility. The enterprise must establish proper personnel requirements and exercise appropriate measures to ensure they are fully met. The enterprise must establish necessary skill and capability requirements and exercise appropriate measures to ensure that they are mastered and kept up to date. The enterprise must set forth appropriate interpersonal cooperation and respect expectations, and take all necessary steps to ensure that they exist and are effective. The full list is longer, but you get the idea. Unless the enterprise delivers on its part, no amount of rulemaking or strong enforcement will make the operator effective enough. Here is what the enterprise will need to consider for the operator to have a responsible chance to do his job well.

### 3.1 Key Concepts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operators As Professionals</th>
<th>Develop and support the full professional expectation and policy for all operators.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic Needs</td>
<td>In order to be appropriately functional, all operators need to (1) be in a comfortable environment free of unnecessary distractions and encumbrances, (2) feel physically and emotionally safe, and (3) feel accepted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impairment</td>
<td>There is no such thing as an okay impairment. All functional and/or performance limitations must be explicitly and effectively managed for everyone, all the time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Readiness Responsibility</td>
<td>It is the responsibility of operations management to ensure that all operators on duty are ready (free of impairment including overload). Ready access to appropriate management support is an integral part of operator readiness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Responsibility</td>
<td>If training is needed to prepare any individual for his assigned job, it is the responsibility of senior management to ensure it is done, adequate, and effective.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Objectives</td>
<td>Competency training followed by critical skill development is the only effective protocol.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conducting the Training</td>
<td>Training should only be done by the most experienced and expert personnel. Training for task and on-the-job training are to be avoided.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shift Handover</td>
<td>Any time a shift ends or begins, even if the same operator resumes work after a gap (overnight or over weekend), an adequate shift handover is required.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance</td>
<td>Maintenance personnel must be granted temporary ownership of equipment, and the operator must formally take back ownership at the end.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Long-Arm” Operations</td>
<td>Where remote site personnel are assisting the operator at distant equipment locations, the operator retains full equipment ownership at all times.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2 Operators’ Creed

The production operator of an industrial plant or other operator-managed enterprise activity is the responsible individual entrusted with the second-by-second, minute-by-minute, hour-by-hour, day-in and day-out successful operational outcomes. From the moment he assumes operational control until the moment it is either ended or passed on to another, we expect him to do all in his power to ensure safe, effective, reliable, and responsible operation. He is an essential member of the enterprise team. He is a professional.2

A creed in these modern times is understood to be a deeply held expression of dedication to a belief. It is taken to be an expression of professionalism. Among the better-known technical creeds are the Engineers’ Creed (United States) and the Obligation (Canada). In recognition of the responsibility society places on the shoulders of operators and as an expression of and respect for this level of professionalism, a draft Operator’s Creed is offered here for the consideration of professional operators. This is new.

Operator's Creed

I accept responsibility for the safe, reliable, effective, and responsible operation of the facility under my control. I arrive fit for duty. I take responsible charge. I properly utilize the resources and tools at my disposal. I place safe and responsible operation above all else. When duty is done, I effectively close operations or pass on responsibility to my relief. I leave duty in a responsible manner.

This expression of responsibility is offered for operators to consider as an expression of their professionalism and acceptance of responsibility, as they may find useful.

3.3 Operators and Operations

Definition of an Operator

1. “The person who operates equipment for its intended purpose. Note: The operator should have received training appropriate for this purpose.”3

2. “The person who initiates and monitors the operation of a process.”4

4 ISA 82.02.01-1999, Safety Standard for Electrical and Electronic Test, Measuring, Controlling, and Related Equipment—General Requirements (Research Triangle Park, NC: ISA [International Society of Automation]).
Peopleware

*Peopleware* is an invented word. You will find it useful to separate it from the hardware and software operators use. The word is intended to be a collective term for the tools and identifiable resources operators use to get the job done. Peopleware includes the “soft stuff,” meaning things such as skills, training, and performance protocols (e.g., call out and escalate before working on hard problems). It is the appropriate combination of peopleware, hardware, and software that leads to control operating room success. Peopleware includes an important designer component: the plant or operation designer is obligated to pay sufficient attention to the operability of his creation. This is over and above the attention devoted to the plant’s actual concept, design, and implementation. Those are important dual requirements. We are now ready to ask the question: what does it take to properly equip an individual operator to do his job in the control room effectively with neither inappropriate nor excessive demands? And having identified those needs, we must immediately provide for them.

Each plant or operation is complex and unique. As you might imagine, it is well beyond the scope of this chapter to be able to fully identify those needs for you; rather, it suggests that they are necessary.

Plants and Operations

Throughout this book you will find the dual term of *plants* and *operations*. Operators operate both. A *plant* is the collection of physical equipment, energy, and resources usually used to manufacture or produce something. Things like petroleum refineries, chemical plants, electrical power generation, pipelines, electric transmission lines, food processing, and raw materials processing, come to mind. In general, they could not operate without supervision. An *operation* is more often an existing entity that is placed under an operator’s management because of its complexity or requirements of public safety or critical public resources. Things like highway transportation networks, electronic data networks, and air traffic and security monitoring systems come to mind. In general, they might operate without supervision, but supervision brings an important level of performance not attainable without it.

The scale of plants and operations is of little concern unless they are very small or very large. The very small ones are for special purposes; those purposes generally require special operational management. The very large can be so impactful to a community or a locale that special operations practices and regulations govern.

It is because of the benefits of including human operators into this setting that both very small and very large plants are covered in this book. Real things are going
on that require personal monitoring and responses as opposed to just mechanical (or computer managed) watchfulness and control. Notwithstanding the frequency of operator intervention, an operator’s role is not “babysitting.” Operators are expected to fully understand the plant or operation. They must keep fully abreast of what is going on through active monitoring and testing. They are asked to initiate and follow through with any and all corrective actions required to keep things properly operating. And they are required to seek outside assistance for all situations that challenge their resources to properly manage.

3.4 Boundaries and Responsibilities

Operator-responsible operational boundaries and responsibilities and how they are adversely challenged is an important aspect of control room management. We take for granted that the operator is charged with ensuring effective operations. After all, that is why we use operators. If everything could be fully and completely instrumented and automated to manage things as good as or better than manned operations, and it were cost-effective, no plant or operation would need operators. Alas, such a plan is presently too expensive to consider. Eventually, that may not continue to be the case. When we arrive at that place, everyone can revisit. For now, let us agree to take the presence of an operator for necessity.

An enterprise (or modest to large plant) will usually have several operating areas. An operational area is the physical extent of equipment that a single operator is responsible for. Figure 3-1 schematically depicts this situation. There is a small interior portion

![Figure 3-1](image_url)  
**Figure 3-1.** Boundaries and responsibilities that identify who is responsible for trying to prevent operational excursions, from what region of operation, and who is in charge once an excursion has occurred.
noted as the operational area. The operational area is contained within an enterprise or plant area. The enterprise area is contained within the universe, which is shorthand for everything else outside of the enterprise (e.g., the community).

The operational area is expected to be fully under the control of the operator who has the responsibility for it. There may be other operational areas, each with their own operator (not shown in the figure). Generally, all the operating portions of the enterprise will be within one or another operating area. When things go wrong inside an operational area, we expect the relevant operator to manage them. So long as the effects or issues about that operational area remain within it, that plan will work. Once the issue or abnormal situation threatens to cross a boundary into another operational area, into the enterprise in general, or outside the enterprise, enterprise resources must be brought to bear. Now the issue or abnormal situation transfers to the enterprise personnel (perhaps shared with a relevant operational area whose boundary has been crossed). Any operational details of this transfer process will be addressed in escalation protocols.

The following discussion is extremely important. At first glance, it may appear to be more about definitions and categorization. It is far from this. As we will see, when we understand how responsibility and control works, everyone must understand how abnormal situations that get beyond local hands to manage are handled. First, let us set the proper stage. The operator is expected to properly understand and manage any area where he has both control and responsibility. Now consider situations where both are not necessarily concurrently present.

**Responsibility**

Consider responsibility first. The term responsibility is used to clearly identify who must bear the operational burden—whose hands are on the controls. Within his operational area the operator must take charge of the outcomes. If he also has control (see next discussion) then he is expected to actively, with his own actions, make the necessary adjustments and such to manage. If he does not have control yet retains responsibility, then he must alert those who do have control and have responsibility for the situation. Once he has done the notification, he returns to the job at hand of managing his own operational area. If he is needed for operational changes to assist with the alerted activity, and that can be done without undue risk to his operations, he would do so.

**Control**

Having control means that the responsible individual, the operator for us, has at his disposal and use all the existing “handles” for changing and modifying operations.
He can start up conveyors, change the speed limit on the eastbound bridge lanes, and reduce the distillate product flow from a separator. If he also has responsibility, he makes these changes at his own discretion. If he does not have responsibility, he will make changes and modifications only at the direction of others with responsibility.

Enterprises must carefully clarify the delegations for control and for responsibility.

**Crossovers**

A *crossover* is when the impacts of operation cross the boundary between responsibility from one operator to another, from an operator to the enterprise, or from the enterprise to the rest of the world (the universe). It is in these situations that the usual operating procedures and protocols are at the most risk of failure. This is because of the sheer complexity of alternate scenarios of failure and the inherent difficulty in providing comprehensive plans for all. It is compounded by the fact that different individuals are involved—with different responsibilities, possibly different cultures, and often different managers. The approach is to recognize when a crossover is either likely, occurring, or has occurred, and adjust operational activity to take it into proper account.

**Crossover Management**

*Basic Procedure Framework*

Operating procedures and training should be explicitly designed to handle crossover situations. This includes the following:

- What defines a crossover (beginning and ending)
- What must be coordinated
- Who will do the coordinating
- Who will be lead
- How the coordination is to be carried out (protocols, procedures, decisions of how to deal with the conflicting aspects)
- What, if any, additional within-area operational changes are needed

**Crossing from One Operational Area to Another Operational Area**

Abnormal situations (really, the effects from one) that cross from one operational area to another are the most common crossover. Most crossovers are directional. That is, the problem from one affects the other, but not necessarily the other way around. What has
High-Performance Control Rooms and Operation Centers

We shape our buildings; thereafter they shape us.
Winston Churchill (British Statesman)

We require from buildings two kinds of goodness: first, the doing of their practical duty well: then that they be graceful and pleasing in doing it.
John Ruskin (Art and Architecture Critic)

Architecture begins where engineering ends.
Walter Gropius (Architect)

When your operator enters his control room, you expect him to be in charge and successful. The more the control room form and design matches his needs and expectations, the closer he will be to getting into the roles and working out his tasks. That is no different from what your and my reactions would be to entering an amazing building and feeling its awe and inspiration. Sure, control rooms are not building lobbies, or museum exhibits. But that is not the point. The message here is that the care of design, the thoughtfulness of purpose, and the completeness of execution will make a positive difference. Let us do it right. Remember that this book is not the be-all and end-all of control room design. It is intended cover enough so you can get a good start on your own work.

So, what are control rooms and operation centers? What characterizes them as different, important, and necessary? What are their differences? Why are they needed?
And how will knowing the answers be helpful? It is all about what the room is for. It is guided by who is inside. The room is where the operator, your operator or perhaps you, work. It is where operators do the job of keeping things right. Industrial control rooms are used for operating petrochemical plants, electrical power generation stations, food processing plants, pharmaceutical manufacturing sites, and the like. They also include operation centers, for example, electrical power dispatch centers, mass transit monitoring and control centers, telephone monitoring and routing stations, security monitoring and dispatch centers, military command and control centers, and many more.

A control room is the setting for successful cooperation between the human operator(s) and the interface equipment provided to help do that job. This includes the spatial arrangements of equipment; the environmental management of the work space, who goes in and why; and the designs of the equipment and other related tools. Proper design will enhance operators’ working experience and provide the necessary confidence that their tools are going to be helpful and trustworthy. When we understand and follow best design practices, operator work spaces are built that greatly enhance operators’ success.

Control room discussion is offered because an effective control room or operation center is a basic requirement for enabling situation management to work. Without a comfortable and efficient control room, it would be difficult to adequately support operators for situation management. Careful control room design is essential to promote effective work practice. The design of the control room must not get in the way. We do not fully cover the topic to the extent that you can extract material from this chapter, give it directly to an architect, and ask for a specific control room in return. But, and it is an important but, almost everything in this chapter should provide background and alert you to issues to bring up with your control room designer so together you can figure out how to include the capabilities you require in your design. It is here to inform and empower your efforts to improve your operators’ work spaces. Here is a brief look.

4.1 Key Concepts

| Chapter Purpose | This chapter outlines what to think about and care about to provide the physical tools and space that we call a control room or an operation center. The chapter is designed to set the stage for operator success |
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Control Room; Operation Center

A dedicated separate space for the sole purpose of providing the operator of a plant or operation with the sufficient operational state information, adequate operational objective information, and appropriate operational tools to effect necessary operational adjustments in order to meet all operational objectives and requirements.

It is distinguished from other control spaces by the fact that the operational state information is conveyed by electronic or other remote surrogates about the actual operation, and the operational adjustment ability is effected by electronic or other remote operational surrogates to implement actions ordered.

The space is for operators and only operators for the purpose of operating and closely related activities. This precludes the space from being used as a convenient rest stop, toilet access, or temporary gathering center for others.

Design

The “gut” feeling felt when the control room space is entered can make or break the operator’s connection to and respect for the control room. In many ways it will affect his dominant behavior while inside.

When many individuals share a control room, how each control room design contributes to the essential needs of collaboration, individuality, and inclusion is vital. Illustrative attributes include line-of-sight visibility versus back-to-back sitting, visual access by standing over partitions versus access by walking around partitions, sound isolation between operators versus sound cues that are not distracting, and control space replications for shared work areas as needed (e.g., situational advice, crisis management, and special task coordination not able to be done individually).

The equipment location and how it is used must be carefully designed and managed. The seemingly simple height of the operator desk can assist work or produce unnecessary fatigue. Nowhere is the concept “a place for everything (needed) and everything in its place” more important or impactful.

Control Room Environmental Parameters

The following environmental parameters are vital.

**Lighting:** All illumination in control rooms should support the operations tasks and the duration an individual works in the control room.

**Sound:** The room design should support the auditory requirements of the user of the control room, allowing clear and unobstructed communications, absence of distraction, and evocation of serenity and stability.

**Vibration:** The sensing and/or feeling of external vibration is a clear stressor and must be eliminated. Subliminal effects can be alarmingly uncomfortable for individuals.

**Comfort controls:** Provide a uniform, stable, and comfortable temperature and humidity control without drafts.

Physical or Virtual Control Room

As technology evolves and our understanding of how operators are best utilized to manage operations, it might be that the best control room may just be no control room at all. Or even a virtual reality control room. But that lies a bit ahead of this story and will have to wait.
4.2 Introduction

This chapter discusses the considerations for providing the physical tools and space that we call a control room or an operation center to set the stage for operator success.

No matter what the size of your plant might be, what the finished products being manufactured are, or what the provided services might be, all control rooms have similar issues and related requirements. They must adequately support human users of automation systems. Early control rooms were designed to display and store instrumentation equipment with an afterthought to providing work space for people to interact with that equipment. That has all changed.

Figure 4-1 illustrates the visual and mechanical complexity of an early central control room. The individual dials, alarm panel, switches, lights, electrical indicators, and other elements are all mounted on metal wall panels. The arrangement is designed to facilitate one’s ability to grasp an overview of the entire production operation. Each indicator represents an important aspect of knowledge or control for situation awareness.

![Figure 4-1. Early control room, circa 1950 design. Note the presence of important indicators yet few controller stations. The operator was expected to be able to gain a good overview of the entire process by “eyeing the board.”](image-url)
Today’s effective control room design is all about making it a purpose-built tool to house the individuals and equipment in a way that supports effective operations managed by people. Control rooms need to be much more than spaces we fill with people and their stuff. They must be fit-for-purpose designed and built. Successfully addressing these issues requires insight into human factors engineering and the best practices around ergonomics. A great deal of this forms the backbone of affecting the operator’s ability to do his intended job. Part of the backbone includes management systems, such as procedures and checklists as well as the design of the control room itself.

Figure 4-2 illustrates a popular design of individual work areas for operators arranged around a shared segmented partial video wall. Later, we will see why this design is not recommended. Rather than being a bigger personal view, video walls are used more for overview and collaboration functions. The figure shows what it might look like spatially.

Figure 4-3 shows an extensive meteorological control room with many displays for relatively few operators. It suggests how a control room design fits the operational purpose.

Figure 4-2. Contemporary control room circa 2014 illustrating the human-machine interface (HMI) configurations for each individual operator as well as the large shared displays for coordination and overview. 
*Source: Reproduced with permission from California Independent System Operator corporation (CAISO).*
4.3 A Note about Scope

By plan, this book does not include a discussion about the physical safety aspects of control room design or location. There is no extensive discussion of angles of view and other useful and important ergonomics that all control room design requires. Those considerations are extremely important and impactful. To design a control room properly requires expertise well beyond the intent of this book. You are advised to seek expert guidance in this area. Useful resources include the Engineering Equipment and Materials User Association (EEMUA),1 International Standards Organization (ISO) 11064,2 Edmonds,3 Hollifield et al.,4 and the Abnormal Situation Management (ASM) Consortium.5
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Figure 4-3. Meteorological control room for the European Organisation for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites with many displays arranged in a wide sweeping arc. Note that there are few operators.

Source: Reproduced with permission from EUMETSAT.
4.4 Control Room and Operation Center Requirements

By now you can appreciate that a good control room or operation center is an important enabler of effective situation management. But that benefit only comes from understanding what these rooms or centers must provide to the operator. We begin this important discussion with the essential (or prescriptive) requirements. These requirements lay down the needs. At this point, we do not discuss how to deliver those needs—that is part of the rest of this book. First, let us understand and agree on requirements. Later, you will be able to pick ways to meet them that respect your operating culture and personnel. Here are the requirements.

Physical Protection and Security
The enterprise must provide the operator with all the design, construction, and operational infrastructure to ensure the following:

- Appropriate and effective physical protection from danger and harm resulting from the production or operations gone wrong
- Appropriate and effective physical protection from the errant effects of nature, both for direct protection and well-being of the personnel as well as the ability to maintain critical operations
- Appropriate and effective physical protection from violence, intimidation, and related nefarious activity
- Appropriate and effective cybersecurity to ensure that unauthorized personnel are prevented from operating, modifying, or otherwise affecting the operation of the enterprise or the underlying support activities

Environmental Controls
The enterprise must provide the necessary infrastructure to ensure appropriate health, comfort, and absence of distraction for the operator. This includes the following:

- Appropriate and properly managed facility temperature, humidity, and clean, fresh air
- Appropriate and proper management of noise and vibration
- Appropriate and effective design and operation to ensure effective visual, voice, and other means of communication for person-to-person, person-to-equipment, and equipment-to-person interactions

This is an excerpt from the book. Pages are omitted.
The designer of a CRT display must study and work . . . .

Know the user of the display; design the display for that user.

Richard S. Shirley (Foxboro Co.)

Operators cannot manage what they cannot see. The HMI delivers most of what they need to see. A control room must be fitted with enough ways to see where things are, what the current situations might be, what might be going wrong, how wrong it may be, and where and how to intervene to make things better. Operators can then manage what they can see and understand using expertise and appropriate tools. The modern video display provides the platform for this to happen. This chapter provides a solid foundation for the design and implementation of the best practices for video displays, the HMI. These displays are the primary way to provide operators with enterprise information and situation awareness inferences. They are also the vehicle for providing operational documentation and task guidance. Screen design has evolved from the early versions that stressed the colorful, dense, and flashy, into a technology that is capable of providing appropriate information in a manner that facilitates user appreciation, understanding, and task-supporting interaction.

At first, video displays seemed to represent a significant step forward when they replaced panel boards. It was a step forward in technology but a significant step backward in operator support. This was an unintended result of the evolution of screen design, not the result of intrinsic faults or limitations of displays, that led us down the wrong early paths. Once the faceplate barrier was broken, so to speak, the world of
graphic design seemed to open up. When color made the scene, all the process control system (PCS) manufacturers started a race to see who could use the most appealing and flashy colors to preen in front of prospective buyers. Three-dimensional looks and animation made the situation seem even more appealing but cut into usefulness in a big way. What was missing from all this new technology was meeting the objective of what the video display should do and how best to do it.

**Not a One-Stop Shop**

You will not find a one-stop shop for HMI design here! Sure, there is a lot here. This wealth of information gives you a good framework to understand what the HMI is all about. This material is intended to supplement the designer’s extensive knowledge of enterprise, culture, and locale. What you see here is intended to add to what you already know. Or, if you do not know something, to properly introduce it. There are topics and aspects that are not covered here. Everything has a finite and reasonable limit. This chapter has limits. Readers who are deeply familiar with HMI design will find many items that they may not have considered before, may disagree with now, would explain differently, want to use, or would never use. More breadth and a greater depth of the detail, hardware, and technological implementation are well covered by others. They provide extremely useful interpretations, guidelines, and tools. This chapter is designed to establish a richer understanding of what the whole HMI is about. It positions you to read and understand most other material. Here you will find broad, clear basic design principles functionally linked to situation management. You will also find discussions of useful and interesting concepts to assist you in appreciating the various tools, what their capabilities might be, and what to look for as you build or design your own equipment. Knowing what to do with the objectives and processes for good situation management will enable you to identify your HMI needs and work out practices that effectively support them. Each section in the chapter has been written with that objective in mind. Those of you who are familiar with HMI design will easily conclude that rather than this being material in conflict with traditional design, it firmly assists in shaping that design to better fit for purpose.

**Chapter Coverage**

Covered topics include display screen configurations for operator stations; display screen layout and construction; navigation and operator interactions; styles and style guides; trends; icons, dials, gauges, and dashboards; very large and very small displays; use of sound and video; and methodology for evaluating effectiveness. Again, as a reminder, the specific technology for detailed designs is well outside the scope of
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1 See the Further Reading section for more information.
the coverage here. This chapter is rich with a discussion of specialized display screens and their associated *pages*, *windows*, *formats*, and *elements* (special HMI nomenclature is explained in Section 5.3). The goal is to provide overviews and insights, not background tutorials. They are here rather than in the next chapter on situation awareness and assessment, though they are directly intended for awareness, assessment, and management. This was done to provide a natural flow through the fullness of HMI design. As you discover information and situations that operators need to understand and manage, you will have a good idea of effective ways for delivering it to your control room or operation center, or to your clients engaged in those activities.

### 5.1 Key Concepts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fundamental Guide</th>
<th>Put no information in front of the operator unless the designer knows (a) what it is for, (b) how it must to be understood, (c) how it is to be used, and (d) is complete enough for that purpose.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concept Design</td>
<td>Understanding and employing the critical design concepts for the HMI provides the power to see and understand developing abnormal situations as well as manage each situation effectively.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>Users are effective at evaluating their HMI design for local style adaptations and usability after design and/or implementation. However, they are unequipped with the tools and design concepts to perform that design themselves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data vs. Information</td>
<td>Presenting only data means that the importance and significance of those data values are blatant, obvious, or trivial. Otherwise, it is the designer’s responsibility to recast the presentation to show information relevant to the task and situation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concurrent Visibility and Accessibility</td>
<td>Operators should not need to write down or remember information and controls needed to coordinate operations and manage situations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color</td>
<td>Color is used <em>exclusively</em> to convey information. There is no other acceptable use; when used it must be globally consistent (same conventions everywhere).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truth</td>
<td>All information provided to the operator must be accurate, appropriate, and framed. This means that measurement noise is sufficiently rejected, significant digits of display are the least necessary, the right signal is used to convey needed information, and the appropriate maximum/minimum or historical variations are provided to understand the current value(s).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workload</td>
<td>Builders of displays need to assess the time to understand and interact with each display to factor in the overall operating load on operators.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intuition</td>
<td>Any design for the HMI based largely on intuition and appearances will not work. The irony is that it may seem to work for a while and be reasonably comfortable, but it will fail due to excessive user effort needed for routine tasks and will be ineffective for abnormal situation management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video and Animation</td>
<td>All movement of information or other display screen content distracts. Animation and video should not be used <em>unless</em> it is under the direct control of the operator and is used to sequentially reveal information that is necessary to understand or manage.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.2 Introduction

The first thing you will notice as you dive into this chapter is that you will not be asked to use much in the way of intuition. Everything, well almost everything, you might have been using before may need to be put aside, at least for a while. This does not mean that your earlier work was done wrong. Rather, we are going to take a second look. And by looking again, we will develop a better understanding of inherent purpose and usability. In all likelihood, previous designs were done with best intentions and honest effort. Much did appear to work, to give credit where credit is due. The operators either liked it or did not complain much. Hopefully, they did provide timely feedback to smooth over any rough spots and make things more convenient. Yet there were real problems:

- Operators had to work at looking around to ensure that they really understood how the actual operation was getting along.
- Operators found that doing routine tasks appeared to take more effort than they thought necessary.
- Operators found that during attempts to manage operational upsets, they were too much “in the dark” with respect to needed tools and information.
- Managers noticed that new operator training seemed to take much more “remembering” and “false starts” than “observing” and then “figuring things out.”
- Incident investigations often pointed out that the operator response was delayed, had ineffective results, or even had downright errors.

All of this points to problems. This book is about helping to turn these problems into opportunities that can then assist delivering HMIs that work better. It is about the real needs of the operator and how to meet them in ways that work. Let us define the most-used terms for HMIs as we start things off. Take care here as few are used consistently in the field.

Physical Differences and Preferences

No physical design guidelines or recommendations for the size and location of control room equipment are included in this chapter. However, the importance of ensuring equipment is compatible with a wide variation of operator stature, reach, and other aspects of hands-on interaction must not be underestimated nor inadequately accounted for. This variation includes a person’s physical size and weight,
handedness, preferred positions (standing, sitting, varying, etc.), and other limitations and preferences due to physical condition, illness (temporary or long-lasting), gender, age, and more.

5.3 Nomenclature for Display Screens and Components

We use British Standards Institution (BSI) Standard ISO 11064 for nomenclature in this book. Figure 1 from the Standard is reproduced as Figure 5-1 on the next page. For example, the physical hardware device that would be used to show all the content is termed display. All of that content would be conveyed to the viewer on display screens. The content builder would be free to design and provide at will so long as it was within the capabilities and limitations of the display hardware and the display screen software. Any individual display screen (or as many as you need) would show content utilizing these aspects:

- **Display** – The physical hardware (on which content display screens are shown).
- **Display screen (or screens)** – The actual content (information, real-time data, text, etc.) that is available for operator selection and showing on the physical display.
- **Page** – The totality of viewable content, of the moment, that the display screen contains.
- **Window** – Any of several (usually) individually managed visual subsets of content on a page. A page may contain a single window (occupying either the entire viewable area or a part of the viewable area with the rest without any content) or many separate windows (with due regard to visibility).
- **Format** – Any of several content clumps (we will leave that undefined for a while, but think charts, pumps, diagrams, status text, etc.) that occupy any given window.
- **Element** – Any needed basic content items used to build a format.

Later in this chapter we will need to have a group label for all the places where content (stuff) is placed for the operator to see on the HMI. Let us call them display screen components. Everything must be on a display screen. If there is no structure to a given screen, then the entire display screen is built as one piece. Information and
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2 BSI, *Ergonomic Design of Control Centers.*
graphics and all the rest of the stuff we want to show the operator will be placed on display screen components: pages, windows, formats, or elements. A page may have windows by themselves, formats by themselves, elements by themselves, or a mix of any and all. In similar fashion, each window may have none or as much as needed of the HMI parts that are below it in the construction hierarchy. And the same goes for each component going down the hierarchy.

Let us be sure we understand how this works. Using this terminology, no content whatsoever (visible or not) can be on a display screen unless it is on a page. Nothing can be on a page that is not contained in (one or more) windows that occupy any of the various pages available for view. Nothing can be contained within any window that is not part of any format. All formats (there are many) are built from as many elements as needed. Any or all of the various pieces can be reused as needed; that is,
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no element is restricted to a given format (unless the designer has special purposes in mind); no format is restricted to a given window, and so on. Moreover, any given piece (element, format, window, etc.) can be derived from any other similar one and modified as desired.

So why devote this attention to something that may seem to be overly complicated and not easy to use? The reason is to allow you to establish a vocabulary and construction methodology that will work. You have here the proverbial “double-edged sword.” Swinging one way, the display screen can be configured to provide an almost limitless design and array of content. It would be enhanced by the designer’s ability to visualize graphical elements and formats (from Figure 5-1). It would be as powerful as the designer’s ability and knowledge of the information and data content required. Swinging the other way, depending on what was selected to show and how it was designed to be shown, the viewer could be well enabled to find, visualize, and understand the content, or be completely frustrated, or worse, dangerously misled. You are well aware of this dichotomy. Our discussion is to inform you about what is recommended and the power of why it is beneficial.

The next several sections will provide useful “cornerstone” guidance about what to consider as you evaluate and design useful and functional operator screens. Section 5.4 will lay out the overall requirements. These are basic and should be in the front of your mind as you do the work. While you may consider various styles, your choice will need to deliver on all these requirements. You do not need to remind me that you know better than I that these requirements, as important and useful as they are, do not give much in the way of specifics. Section 5.5 provides an introduction into the specifics by providing two important lists of “do’s” and “don’ts” to follow as you begin to work out your display designs. Section 5.6 moves the general recommendations up a level. It respects the reality that operator screens do not exist in thin air. They are integral to the operator workspace. The section provides useful ways for you to integrate your display design into your workspace design.

5.4 Four Underlying Requirements for Operator Screens

There is an extraordinary power given to the designer of operator screens. Let us be blunt here: everything the enterprise will need the operator to know or find out about the equipment under management must be either available for view on the HMI or obtainable some other way (external documentation, checking with someone else, etc.). Here we deal with what is put on the HMI.
Part II

Situation Awareness and Assessment
Situation Awareness and Assessment

Because you can predict does not mean you understand. The ability to observe does not mean you will get it right.

Unknown

We learn so little from experience because we often blame the wrong cause.

Joseph T. Hallinan (Author)

Prior to any major accident there are always warning signs which, had they been responded to, would have averted the incident. But they weren’t. They were ignored. Very often there is a whole culture of denial operating to suppress these warning signs.

Andrew Hopkins (Australian National University)

This chapter introduces the reader to the dual importance of situation awareness and situation assessment. Together they play a vital role in the job of operating successfully. The overwhelming preponderance of experience and written work on these topics is from aircraft operations. A great deal of high-quality literature covers both topics. Therefore, this chapter is brief. This book is more about the processes, tools, and technology to successfully bring these concepts into the control room. The chapter lays out a foundation for situation awareness and assessment, discusses how individuals perceive the same events and aspects differently, and provides some acceptable ways...
to influence both the individuals and their process of awareness in the directions of success. Later chapters will build your knowledge and confidence.

### 6.1 Key Concepts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Situation Awareness Question</th>
<th>How can the operator become aware of all the things needing attention that are going wrong or about to go wrong in a way that is understandable and manageable?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Situation Assessment Question</td>
<td>How does the operator determine all the reasonable and plausible explanations for the “data” observed from situation awareness, and from that list, select the one(s) he will “hang his hat on”?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roles and Results</td>
<td>An effective functional balance between individuality and collectivity is vital for collaborative success. There is no success in the control room without collaboration.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6.2 Introductory Remarks

Start with everything normal. Good operation relies on situation awareness to expose any attention requirements by operators. Awareness is the state or ability to perceive, to feel, or to be conscious of events, objects, or sensory patterns. At this level of consciousness, an observer can see or sense without necessarily implying understanding. *Awareness* is defined as perception and cognitive reaction to a condition or event. This awareness can be the process of observing or actively seeking, or just a feel, often referred to as our *sixth sense*.

Awareness provides the “data” for our operator to question. Situation assessment’s responsibility is to produce judgments about those questions regarding operational conditions of production or operation. Situation assessment is what operators do with the “data” of situation awareness. To begin, you will want to get a sense of what goes on in the control room or operation center globally. Once you are aware of the effects of culture and expectation and how they pervasively influence behavior, you can be in a position to consider what you might do to make improvements. Without taking a hard look, it is too easy to gloss over a situation and decide there is not much to it. Another improvement opportunity that might be lost.

A principal purpose of this book is to provide a comprehensive perspective that helps you reach a good basic understanding. The book is designed to provide a useful
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framework rather than list after list of things to keep in mind. This framework gives you the right amount of detail to wrap your arms around the concepts so you can feel comfortable with understanding, designing, and implementing your solutions. Then, as you need them, you can pick up the specific technology and tools for the task. These are here as well, of course.

### 6.3 The Situation Management “Situation”

Ask the questions that are on your mind. What does situation management bring to the table that is not already there, or if not there, not truly necessary? Why is it so important to read this book? You might think that your plant is doing well. You might wonder what you will gain by getting upset about gaps and about all the work this book is probably going to suggest that you must do and cannot operate without. These are valid questions. The answers are the reason for this book. If you take successful plant operations seriously, this material can better the odds for your operator.

I am not sure exactly what it takes for your operators to show up in the control room for every shift knowing full well that “today might be the day.” What level of internal fortitude must they have that keeps them from stressing out or chilling out to the point that they more or less ignore the dangers and exposure? Yet they do not. For the most part, they do well. But the risks of not performing their jobs well persist. We are working to change the balance to the success side of things.

Let us clarify what operators do in the control room. They enter duty, work a shift on duty, and exit duty. Figure 6-1 depicts this. Every activity and responsibility must be supported by a full understanding of the activity and the degree of responsibility for success. Every duty must be backed up with appropriate operating procedures, effective training and evaluation, and proper tools to do the work right.

![Figure 6-1. Operator roles and responsibilities and how they differ depending on where he is during the shift.](image)
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Operators are in charge. They are responsible. They are directly in the line of blame for most incidents, accidents, and disasters—and they know it. Let us change their odds to improve success.

**The Operational Setting**

We return to the operating setting by revisiting the operating regions introduced in Chapter 1, “Getting Started.” Good operation is about “driving” production around the potholes, barriers, and missing guardrails so that it keeps working properly. Situation management is a big part of that. Figure 6-2 (from Chapter 1) again shows us the entire operator arena, but this time we see specifically where the control system is expected to do its job and where the operator must intervene to put things back to right. The illustration is a bit simplistic, but you can see how the operating arena works.

Let us start with things going almost perfectly: operation is inside the magenta dot at the center. No one asks for perfection. Staying “very good” is hard and expensive, so it does not stay there. All the normal variations in operation get to have a say in what is going on. Temperatures, pressures, and flows change a bit. Raw materials change a bit. Production rates or demands change a bit. So, things move out of the “sweet spot” to where they are still good. Nothing must be done here. The process control system is designed for just this goal. It will do that job until it cannot. Sometimes controls adjustments are needed. But if things go too far, direct manual intervention is a must. Alarms are the operator’s normal notification of something going wrong. Good situation awareness must cover the rest.

If operation continues to degrade outside the safe operating region, we expect all the protection mechanisms (e.g., interlocks, relief valves, and emergency shutdown

**Figure 6-2.** This illustration identifies the different operating regions and their “nested” nature as operation deteriorates from being on target through upset and potentially damage. Also shown at the right side are the parts of the infrastructure that are intended to manage upsets or, if they happen, to protect against the worst.
activations) will protect. We expect that level of good enterprise design and maintenance to be there. Our focus here is operations and operators.

6.4 Situations to Be Aware Of

“Situations to be aware of” may sound like a lot of carts coming before a single horse. Of course, you want your operator to know how the plant or enterprise entrusted to his care is really doing. Is it performing as expected? If it is not, how far astray is it, and where is this abnormal operation happening? Clearly, knowing where things are okay is important. However, one must also realize that situations can change in ways that might be subtle and hard to see. This chapter is designed to convince you of the importance of operators being fully aware of the operational status. Fortunately, there are powerful tools to handle these situations. The next chapter will lay them all out. Let us get our arms around the situations first.

Problematic Situations

Trouble does not usually come from nowhere. For all but the most unexpected events, there are always clues, innuendos, and other subtle suggestions and information that signal a problem. The operator’s task is to find them and make sense of what is found. Some situations are more likely to result in problems than others. In such situations, the operator should be forewarned to actively look for trouble brewing. The following situations might appear on an operator’s radar screen to point him to potential problems:

- Broken equipment or equipment whose operational range is restricted by not being in full working condition
- Maintenance operations ongoing, just completed, or soon to be started
- Procedures that are not working exactly as expected or not working the same way they did when they were last used
- Plant documentation with errors, omissions, or aspects that cannot be verified as either correct or incorrect but are of concern
- Data missing or having suspect values or behavior (laboratory data, HMI screen information, data forms or permits, etc.)
- Deliveries of anything, including routine and nonroutine, that have started or are soon to start in the plant or operation area
- Presence of unexpected or unauthorized personnel in the plant or operation area
• Substitute operational, maintenance, or support personnel presently working

• Any multi-step operation without a specific procedure or annotated checklist to follow

• Any individual whose workplace location is at the site but whose present whereabouts is unclear or unknown

• Any personnel injury

Our job to provide the information. This list is a partial one. Please use it as a starting point for your list to help understand the need to exercise more than ordinary care when these situations exist. You can add to this list from your own operational experiences.

**Operational Situations**

Trouble can also come when operation is somewhat near the outside boundaries of normal or usual. There is a built-in temptation to assume that things are okay and that nothing unusual is going on. Much of the time that is true, but not always. It is the “not always” part that operators need to be aware of and attentive to. Operational situations that might result in problems include the following:

• More than just minor changes in operation (10% or higher rate of production change, product changes, online equipment changes, etc.)

• Any alarm activation

• Any challenge to an interlock or permissive that did not result in a direct shutdown

• Any spill or loss of integrity even if it is water or some other seemingly harmless material (unless a part of and expected during routine operations)

This list is a partial one. Please use it as a starting point for your list to help understand the need for the operator to exercise more than ordinary care when such situations occur.

**6.5 Strong Signals**

Strong signals appear as either direct or indirect clear indications of operational problems to be resolved in a timely manner. The “strong” part is that there is nothing ambiguous or subtle about the fact that there is a signal. Operators must always verify that the problem they think is indicated by the strong signal is actually that problem. Properly
resolving these problems requires deep understanding of the process and proper operating procedures. “Weak Signal Management” in Chapter 9, “Weak Signals,” provides a more detailed discussion of this topic. For now, we will make the point that enterprises need to be carefully designed, maintained, and managed. Otherwise, the constant challenges to good operation will demand too much resource and dilute the ability to manage effectively. This need for whole enterprise responsibility is a critical recurring theme for sustainability and the essential enabler of the useful tools for ensuring it. Operators (and supervisors) need expertise and experience to keep things right.

**Indirect Strong Signals**

Unlike alarms that directly point to specific abnormalities with predesigned protocols for handling them, *indirect strong signals* announce that something is clearly wrong, but not what is wrong, why it is wrong, or how to fix it. Here is a brief listing of how indirect strong signals might appear:

- Missing procedure for a (nontrivial) task the operator must perform
- Malfunctioning equipment, sensor, or controls
- Important process conditions that are either unavailable or hard to know
- Procedure that is being followed but is not working as expected
- Required or recommended personnel not present when expected or needed
- Tasks that are falling behind or not completed because of operator workload or distraction
- Too many alarms activating
- Production quality or quantity that is not what it should be or is becoming problematic
- Outside conditions (weather, security, utilities, etc.) that are either not taken into consideration or beginning to require significant operator resources

So, what do operators do with indirect strong signals? For any situations that are covered by existing procedures and practices, operators should follow them. For the rest, they should begin by noting that each item is really a symptom of a likely much larger problem. Identifying them as symptoms is important. Proper problem remediation requires approaching the underlying root cause and resolving it. Sure, treating symptoms can be a stopgap. At times, both treating symptoms and identifying the root cause is advisable but not as policy. We still need to know what is wrong. An excellent process for root cause discovery would be *weak signals*; this topic is covered in Chapter 9, “Weak Signals.”
This chapter provides insights rooted in anthropology, psychology, and sociology. Please do not think that because these insights are not rooted in engineering, they are not powerful and important. As you read about mental models, doubt, “how we think,” and biases, you may wonder if such material belongs in a practical technology reference book about control room management. It does. These insights can be just as important as traditional design and engineering guidelines. In fact, social scientists have long been involved in investigating the many psychosocial contributors to disasters. They devote time, money, and reputation to this work. From their investigation, we gain important insights into understanding and managing such disasters. Drawing on their analyses and applying their lessons can help us avoid embarrassment, increase job satisfaction, and dodge or reduce the frequency of disasters. All are worthy goals. Each one gives us a heads up about what often gets in the way of successful situation management.

The material in this chapter speaks to the heart of situation management. And it respects the very nature of human nature. Operators are individuals with distinct personalities, histories, aspirations, preferences, dislikes, worldviews, and a host of other traits and opinions including having no opinion whatsoever. They perceive
the world and who they are in their own personal ways. But their individual parts
are not the only things they bring to the table. They also bring along deep-seated
effects of our rich human nature past. Over the millennia humans have evolved
important traits that have protected us and allowed humanity to evolve to where
it is today. One of these traits is that when faced with a situation, we instinctually
handle it based on our expectations and experiences to work out how the present
situation matches what we expect and have experience with understanding and
handling. This is why we immediately move out of the way of a falling object. No
time is lost by considering exactly how far away it may be or how heavy or dan-
gerous it might be. We just get out of there fast. But, just because it is in our sur-
vival nature to always compare what we see and feel to that vast yet mostly hidden
instinctual “database” does not mean it works everywhere. One place where it does
not work is in the control room.

Even though the control room has been designed to be an optimized workspace;
the plant or operation has been designed, built, and maintained to high standards;
the procedures and documentation are effective and accessible; the task and compe-
tency training of the operator is top-notch; and the personnel practices are effective to
ensure readiness and fitness for duty, unless the individual operator (or supervisor)
properly uses this infrastructure, good outcomes will not predictably result. As you
will see in Chapter 8, “Awareness and Assessment Tools,” control room management
works very hard to provide appropriate warning and enough time to manage situa-
tions where operator management is reasonable, and it designs the rest to fail to safe.
Proper use depends on two critical expectations:

1. Appropriate peopleware and technical infrastructure that are carefully put in
place to accommodate the honest differences and likely foibles of our human
nature.

2. The designer, operator, and supervisor who are carefully trained to be aware of
how thought processes and natural biases will get in the way of careful judg-
ment and deliberate actions, and then to work diligently to minimize these
disruptive effects.

Our individual differences in thought and logic are important cultural distinc-
tions that profoundly shape our well-being and life. These differences should not
be perceived or judged as being better or worse than any other. Logic and truth are
not universal, nor universally sought or praised. Behavior in the control room must
accommodate the culture and norms of the community without sacrificing proper
enterprise-responsible operation. Seeking the goal of safe and respectful operation is
the best path toward universally understood good. In this chapter you will explore individuals’ differences, foibles, and seductive natural biases. You will be able to better understand them and work to manage their untoward interference in the control room. It is that important. Let us take a look.

### 7.1 Key Concepts

| Design | Procedures and policies must specifically take into account all the naturally occurring intuitive foibles and limitations of the human operator. |
| Doubt | No matter how thorough the training, no matter how important the job, and no matter what the reason, if an individual does not believe something, and proper action based on that belief is required, it will not happen. |
| Multitasking Is a Myth | There is no such thing as multitasking. Any time the thinking part of us must be engaged, it can only focus on one item at a time. Even if that other focus is devoid of emotion or lightly engaged, focus will not split. Multitasking should not be a permitted behavior in the control room. |
| It Is Judgment | Differences in thought, logic, and life are important cultural distinctions that profoundly shape well-being and lives. These differences should not reflexively be perceived as being better or superior to any other. |
| Which Time Zone | Logic and truth are not universal, nor universally sought or praised. All expected behavior in the control room must be gained in a way that accommodates the culture and norms of the individual and community without sacrificing proper enterprise responsible operation. For example, not all cultures accept a scientific basis for reason. |
| Danger of Fear of Failure | When fear of failure is perceived to be more important than the actual consequences of failure, operational failures will almost always result. |
| There Is Only One Logic in the Control Room | In the control room, it is essential that shared successful operating principles and beliefs be developed in a way that is fully competent, understood, accepted, and practiced by operators, supervisors, and managers. |
| We Look without Seeing | We filter everything our eyes take in through our mood, our culture, and other distractions in view. This has the powerful negative effect of blinding us to almost everything else. |
| The Reality of Complexity | As soon as we suspect something is complex, we most often balk at “going on to find out really what it is all about,” and instead fall headlong into our biases and preconceived notions. |
| Managing Cross-Purposes | If two institutional goals compete with one another, such as productivity and safety, the higher goal must be clearly expressed. Otherwise, you risk control room chaos. Or, if an individual feels threatened by a loss of security, earning potential, or prestige by divulging rare or hard-won knowledge, key information might not be shared with newcomers. |
| Our Foibles Are Always Present | No matter how well the equipment is designed, how effective the procedures and operating instructions are, how well trained operations personnel are, or how fastidiously equipment is maintained, unless all of this is properly utilized by operators, successful outcomes are at risk. |
7.2 Introduction

Your operator is on shift in the control room. Good operation relies on good situation awareness to expose operational irregularities. Awareness is the state or ability to perceive and feel so that we are conscious of events, objects, or sensory patterns. In this level of consciousness, an observer can confirm data without necessarily implying understanding. Understanding comes later. Patience. Awareness is defined as perception and cognitive reaction to a condition or event. This awareness can be the process of observing; actively seeking; or just a feel, often referred to as our *sixth sense*. Awareness provides the “data” for our operator to use. Situation assessment’s responsibility is to produce judgments about the operational condition of the production in his care. Situation assessment is what operators do with the “data” of situation awareness.

We now look into what might get in the way of situation assessment going well. The issues and concerns are as real as incidents and accidents. Few major incidents occur without one or more of these impediments and limitations being the root cause of mismanagement into disaster.

7.3 Readers’ Advisory

This chapter contains material that goes to the heart of how individuals are profoundly influenced and guided by their beliefs. These beliefs often come from cultural heritage, geographic locale, and other respectful influences. As you read, please understand there is no intent to judge any belief or personality. As members of the community of the world, we are all important and worthy.

A reader may be tempted to find an aspect of culture or personality that may get in the way of successful situation management. It would be most unfortunate if consideration of fitness for operators were based on any material here. This is not the intent, nor is it in any reasonable way necessary or responsible. The express purpose of this discussion is to advance understanding and practices of effective ways to manage important (operator) situations. In doing so, this book attempts to provide honest, respectful, and potentially valuable insight into ways of guiding the professional behavior of operators.

7.4 Why We Make Mistakes

A big mistake is to think that we do not make many mistakes. An even bigger mistake is to avoid understanding why we make mistakes. A way to introduce this concept and make it personal is through what I call “traveler’s immunity.” It is no accident that
when people are out of their element, such as on a trip away from home, they often do more daring things. Why is that? Sure, there is a certain freedom that comes from getting out of regular habits and away from the daily grind. And that is a part. But dig a little deeper and something important comes up. Being away from the familiar seems to grant us special powers over physics. The ground there cannot be as hard as at home, the water cannot be as treacherous as the water at the local beach, the roads are not as dangerous as back home. It is as if being away can convey a special immunity from the ordinary dangers at home. Sure, the “back home” dangers are really back home. But physics is the same everywhere.

Let us examine the “physics” of why we make mistakes. The best list I can think of comes from Joseph Hallinan:

• We look but do not always see.
• We all search for meaning (before understanding).
• We connect the dots (even when they are not connected).
• We wear rose-colored glasses.
• We can walk and chew gum—but not much else.
• We are in the wrong frame of mind.
• We skim.
• We like things tidy.
• Men shoot first.
• We all think we are above average.
• We would rather wing it.
• We do not constrain ourselves.
• The grass does look greener.\footnote{List adapted from the table of contents from Joseph T. Hallinan, \textit{Why We Make Mistakes} (New York: Broadway Books, 2009).}

This chapter is all about understanding and building in ways to keep the items in this list from getting too much in the operator’s way.
Looking without Seeing

The bottom line is that operators use seeing as the overwhelming source of information for keeping track of things. Yes, there is an alarm system intended to interrupt business as usual and focus on an abnormal situation requiring immediate attention. But if the operator were able to see things going awry early enough, most alarmed abnormal situations could be worked on before the alarm activates. And for all the rest, we depend on the operator seeing it on the HMI screen or on laboratory reports and the like. The “uh oh” part of this is that it is really hard to look and see what needs seeing. Our eyes and brain are not set up well for this seeing part. So seeing can be really problematic. If nothing else in this book seems useful to you, this should be. Understanding and managing how the operator sees (because we cannot actually fix it) is why we spent time on HMI design in Chapter 5, “The Human-Machine Interface,” and everything that goes into carefully building HMIs.

Let us review a few of the important design aspects:

• Information displayed for the operator must be for purpose—everything must be needed; observe it all.
• Displayed information must be placed in context—to facilitate needed associations.
• Information must be in a form that is usable—jobs that need doing are supported by where the job is located and how the information is shown.

Before leaving this section and the importance of “looking and seeing,” let us prepare for the important ways for the “looking” part to work better. Operators are expected to be able to find situations before they become problems. Yet human nature gets in the way. So, we will need to find ways to look that can make the seeing work. What does not work well is the old-fashioned method of “looking around.” “Keep an eye out” is not a good work plan. Using current best operator practices should help turn this around. Chapter 8, “Awareness and Assessment Tools,” Chapter 9, “Weak Signals,” and Chapter 10, “Situation Management,” will show you the tools and how to use them.

7.5 Dangers from Automation

Automation is a powerful technology that enables operations to be done more safely, more reliably, and more efficiently. That’s all well and good. On the other hand, where automation is hand-in-hand with human operations, certain dangers are exposed that must be recognized and managed. These activities mean that the design of the automation requires care to ensure that operators remain fully engaged, and specific
procedural requirements must be established to improve and maintain operator engagement. Otherwise, the unintended consequence will be an operator who is more of an observer than a participant. This topic is not intended to be lip service or boiler-plate. We are talking about real concerns with real needs.

Nicholas Carr has exposed these unintended dangers nicely.\(^2\) The following topics raise real concerns that you should understand and provide meaningful ways to avoid. The discussion that follows uses Carr’s terminology and includes a few of his examples.

**The Substitution Myth**

What if we wanted to change one small thing? If we could change it a little bit, making the change would not cause any undue effects anywhere else, would it? So, changing might be a way to go. In the front of our mind (as opposed to something in the “back of our mind”) is the expectation that this change will not get overblown. Why should it? After all, it is just a small part. Substitution is the act of replacing one thing with another with the expectation that both are equivalent. The myth is: Whenever you automate any part of an activity, you are not just making a change; the act of automation fundamentally changes the broader activity. Small changes can have profound effects. These changes must be understood and accepted before being implemented.

Following that line of thinking, we might think about “bending a rule” here or there; for example, forgetting to report a bit of income on a tax form or overlooking someone shoplifting. We can and sometimes do. Let us leave the moral and legal issues behind; they are not where this topic needs to go. Where this wants to go is three other places:

1. **How large is the sensitivity to the change or degree of importance of the effect of the change?** Often, perhaps more often than not, small things have small importance, but not always—not always enough to ever be counted on. According to Carr in *The Glass Cage: Automation and Us*, more often than we can foresee, small changes introduce important, sometimes fundamental, effects.\(^3\) Although each change in the following list may seem small, its effect can be significant, but not all the time:
   
   a. Not fully reading a procedure
   b. Skipping a step in the procedure

---


\(^3\) Carr, *The Glass Cage*. 

---
Operators must ever look for problems, issues, irregularities, and anything else that might be useful to point out operational concerns that need knowing. This task is an enormous responsibility. Think about it. Your operator is the next to last line for the enterprise’s ability to manage serious operational challenges. Anything missed or handled ineffectively leaves the enterprise’s sole means of protection entirely up to robust and safe design, the safety shutdown systems, and physical protections and containment. When carefully and responsibly designed and maintained, they generally do the job. But it is at a cost. Emergency shutdowns, automatic shutdowns, and containments are not pretty. They do not do their job gently. And they will not necessarily position the enterprise for a comfortable restart, if restart is even in the cards.

Operators are therefore tasked to use their competency to observe and collect clues of impending problems and concerns while they could be manageable short of other harsh, protective systems. The operator’s job is to recognize the obvious and also search out and bring to the surface the hidden, obscured, or subtle goings on of their operation as early as reasonable. To be useful, situation awareness requires the suspension of
any preconceived assumptions about problems and outcomes. That is the job of situation assessment. That comes later on, not here, not now. We want operators to see what is lurking about first, without any attempt to assign any meaning to what they find. Just look. Collect the clues. Then in situation assessment we will work out what it means.

### 8.1 Key Concepts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operators Are Not Born with Situation Awareness Genes</td>
<td>The capability to find out or figure out what is going on inside the process or operation must be provided for by the enterprise. There is no reasonable way that any individual can be expected to keep on top of subtle operational threats without competency training and purpose-built tools.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge Fork</td>
<td>All information, data, procedures, and operating requirements fit on one of the three tines of the fork: known, unclear, or assumed. Nothing but knowns can be used. Throw away the rest unless it can be fully verified as known.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role of the Alarm System</td>
<td>Each alarm activation is a situation in need of management. Alarms are designed to provide the last clear opportunity for operator intervention to resolve an abnormal situation before it challenges design limits or safety systems, if present.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abnormal Situations</td>
<td>All abnormal situations that need operator attention must be either alarmed or identifiable by the operator using other tools in the operator tool kit (not left up to chance).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role of Messages</td>
<td>Alerts, notifications, and messages provide predetermined notice (unprejudiced—not necessarily good or bad, just information) of states of operation, risks and irregularities, and specific tasks to consider doing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shift Assessments</td>
<td>The shift-handover process can provide a powerful protocol and tool for in-shift assessments of operational status.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 8.2 Introduction

Situation awareness does not happen just because our operators need it. Carefully crafted tools, protocols, and competencies must aid it. It is a vitally important skill for operators to have. The better they are at understanding and managing data and information, the better the job is done. Most of their capability is usually built around experience, availability of useful procedures, intuition, and no small measure of luck. Luck, in that bad things that happened during the shift were manageable. Luck, in that unmanageable situations did not occur on the shift. This chapter takes the operator’s responsibility for knowing what is going on away from luck, ad hoc, and “just keep an ever watchful eye” to the level of a supportive technology. This is a competency that we now know much more about how to provide. The technology addresses what to provide and how to provide it for a properly effective capability. The tools for that job
are in this chapter. In Chapter 6, “Situation Awareness and Assessment,” we went over how operators develop the ability to understand and work with situation awareness. Now you will see the working power of the tools. By understanding and being able to design and implement them, you can provide an important measure of capability to the operator for situation management.

Knowledge Fork

We want to be able to bring information, opinions, and observations into play. Let us work on making sure all are clear, accurate, and verified. The knowledge fork helps ensure that each bit and piece brought to the table is dependable (see Figure 8-1). Every observation, every bit of data, and every other item that is put on the table must be clear. As each bit of information (including observations as well as procedures that appear to be relevant) comes in, use the tines of the fork and classify it as known, unclear, or assumed. Make sure that everything is classified. Use written notes, annotation, and sticky notes on documents or screenshots to track it. This can be done as each bit comes in or after a few are in. Remember that the later it is done, the easier it is for assumptions and unclear parts to lose their proper category and just fall into the basket of knowns. Only known information can be relied on. The rest must be ignored until properly verified.

The knowledge fork categorization must be used to clarify all information used by operators. It needs a prominent place in the tool kit! Operators will use it to pick up everything.

Awareness and Assessment Situation

The job of your operator is to successfully operate the plant or operation. Success means that operations are in conformance with the requirements. During the assigned shift or operations window, operators will utilize skills, employ available tools, and rely on established protocols and equipment. Operators must be aware of anything

![Figure 8-1. Knowledge fork with the three “tines” describing how to qualify every bit of information available and intended to be used for problem identification and remediation (if needed). These classifications ensure that decisions are made from only known information. Anything unclear or assumed must be verified to the level of “known” to be used.](image-url)
going on that represents a threat or potential threat. They need to take appropriate remedial actions against those threats. Without awareness, no operator would know that anything might need assessment and management. So, what does awareness need to look for?

Only a few incidents started with the sudden failure of a major component. Most started with a flaw in a minor component, an instrument that was out of order or not believed, a poor procedure, or a failure to follow procedures or good engineering practice.¹

A cornerstone of situation awareness is the alarm system. A proper alarm system aids awareness. Alarms are used to identify all problems requiring operator intervention that result from all abnormal situations that enterprise designers and operations experts identify. This critical understanding for alarm system design leads to a high level of alarm system effectiveness. Figure 8-2 depicts the general situation. The desired state for the plant to be is process normal. When things go wrong enough, some part of the process

![Figure 8-2. Operational conditions from normal showing the current primary structure in the control room. Most conventional operator monitoring relies on either alarms or serendipitously coming across the other problems before alarms. This chapter adds other tools to this.](image)

---

becomes *process abnormal*. If alarms are configured for these abnormal conditions, an alarm will activate. If the problem is manageable and the operator works the situation successfully, the situation will return to process normal. On the other hand, if the situation is an *unmanageable problem*, the operator will not be able to prevent a *process fault*.

If alarms are not configured for the process abnormal condition, but the operator notices that there is a situation that needs attention, one of several outcomes could occur. If it is a *manageable problem* and it is done correctly, the process normal will be restored. If it is done incorrectly, or if the process abnormal situation is entirely missed by the operator, the situation will be an unmanageable problem and a process fault will result.

How will the operator find all of the ways that threats might impact a plant or operation? What can operators use to find them? Besides waiting for alarms to notify of threats, operators have little else in the way of specific tools and other defined resources. In an attempt to fill this gap, many planned ways have evolved. A partial listing includes the following:

- Carefully designed HMI that is closely monitored
- Clear and complete operating procedures and protocols
- Routine scheduled monitoring of important operating parameters and conditions
- Periodic monitoring of operations looking for problems or concerns
- Using materials and energy balances
- Preparing for and conducting shift handovers
- Conducting training in looking for problems, issues, and potential concerns

All of these are rather general. With the possible exception of the balances, they do not much relate to any specific minute-by-minute ways an operator would be able to identify potential problems. This means that for most operating situations not covered by alarms, the operator might not have enough help.

Figure 8-3 collects all these situations within the “cloud” labeled “process is not normal but not yet abnormal.” For the moment, focus on the top four clouds: *process normal*, *process abnormal*, *alarm*, and *process is not normal but not yet abnormal*. We have already gone over the pathway from process normal to process abnormal to alarm. The
The rest of the problems the operator must deal with are contained in the cloud *process is not normal but not yet abnormal*. There are four states that the plant can move to:

1. Return to process normal.
2. Move to process abnormal.
3. Go directly into alarm.
4. Be judged a manageable problem (for the operator to begin to manage).

The first three states constitute the usual operator situation. They will have adequate procedures, and the operator is trained to handle them. We will now work on extending the operator’s skills by introducing situation awareness for the operational state where their plant or operation is not normal but not yet abnormal. This chapter provides many clear and useful tools in those four situations. We will start with the alarm system.
8.3 Alarm System

A proper alarm system is a cornerstone for responsible operation of industrial plants. It enables operators to be notified of a subset of abnormal situations in time to make the difference. Providing alarms for all abnormal situations needing operator intervention is part of the process design and operation requirements. These abnormal situations should be specifically identified during the process design, implementation, and operational design activities. Figure 8-4 shows how alarms fit in. Note that operators also need a way to identify those other abnormal situations not covered by alarms. This chapter and the next are designed to find those. Finding and managing them is a core requirement for proper situation management.

An alarm is an announcement to the operator initiated by a process variable (or measurement) passing a defined limit as it approaches an undesirable or unsafe value. The announcement includes audible sounds, visual indications (e.g., flashing lights and text, background or text color changes, and other graphic or pictorial changes), and messages. The announced problem requires operator action. An alarm is a construction by which an aspect of manufacturing operation is identified and configured in a binary way to be either in alarm or cleared (i.e., not in alarm). The condition of in alarm is passed to an operator via intrusive sounds and notices placed on video display units or other devices to gain attention. The operator can manage these sounds and notices only via specific silence the alarm or acknowledge the alarm actions using the existing, planned infrastructure of the alarm platform. Usually, this alarm platform is an integral part of the process control system (PCS) infrastructure.

Alarm Fundamentals

Successful alarm systems are built on four fundamentals (Figure 8-5). Proper alarm design is a straightforward engineering process. Everything you know about
All things are easy to understand once they are discovered. The task is to discover them.

Galileo Galilei (Astronomer; Italy, 1564–1642)

In solving a problem of this sort, the grand thing is to be able to reason backwards.

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle (Author, creator of Sherlock Holmes)

When people stumble onto the truth they usually pick themselves up and hurry about their business.

Sir Winston Churchill (British Statesman)

Weak signals is a very new concept. It is new to the control room setting. It is new to our thinking in any situation. Properly understood and competently conducted, weak signals can provide a valuable and sharp tool for operators to identify situations that otherwise might have gone unnoticed and thus unappreciated. Certainly, operators have lots of other ways to identify things going amiss and potentially likely to cause trouble. Earlier chapters have covered many. Weak signals is another tool in the box. It is a very sharp one. You should find it extremely useful. Besides the obvious benefit of helping operators make sense of small indications of trouble or concern, the process works extremely well in getting around preconceived notions arising from biases (Chapter 7, “Awareness and Assessment Pitfalls”). It also makes sense of how the human-machine interface (HMI) screens are designed (Chapter 5, “The Human Machine Interface”) to help find both large and small problems. We are now positioned to take full advantage of situation awareness.
Operators have the critical job to be on the lookout for problems in the making and find them early enough to prevent bad things from happening. These things can be hard to see. Operators need to be able to pick up early on operational clues and any suspicions about something not looking quite right. Qualified operators with proper training and experience are imperative. A purposeful, effective control room design and strong personnel access protocols are expected. High-quality supervision is essential. Success relies on a comprehensive human-machine interface (HMI) designed and built to provide an open window into the process. The HMI puts operators in the best position to focus their talents and actions for watching, evaluating, and managing. Using it, operators will sense things amiss and work out what might be going wrong. HMI design topics have been covered in earlier chapters. Now we are going to use them. This chapter lays out a powerful tool to help all operators find subtle plant operational issues and problems as they develop. But, as powerful as it is, and as useful as it is, please keep perspective. Without careful attention to all the earlier material in this book, even the best tools and talented operators cannot do well enough jobs. The single purpose of weak signals is to identify potential operating problems. Weak signals is not a tool used to diagnose. It is not used to remedy. It is simply used to identify and confirm.

Abnormal situations come in two parts: the ones that are alarmed and the ones that are not. Those that are well understood, are alarmed. Those that are not alarmed are the ones the operator must find pretty much on his own. Figure 9-1 illustrates this situation. Alarm system designers are responsible for ensuring that all abnormal situations they can uncover during equipment and process design, during the development of operating procedures and training, and during the operational safety analyses, including HAZOP and preoperation safety review (PREOP, also referred to as

![Figure 9-1](image-url)
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pre-startup safety review—PSSR), have proper alarms configured for them. The operator must discover all the remaining abnormal situations by his own effort. It is part of the job. Chapter 8, “Awareness and Assessment Tools,” discussed the infrastructure tools operators rely on. Chapter 4, “High-Performance Control Rooms and Operation Centers,” and Chapter 5, “The Human-Machine Interface,” added to the building up of operators’ support mechanisms to help. This chapter adds a new situation awareness tool called weak signals to the kit.

Weak signals are observable; suggestive but not definitive; and when examined properly, lead to the discovery of abnormal situations early enough to be valuable. Operators using this tool have a powerful skill to assist them. It helps operators focus on suspicions, clues, hunches, nagging issues, and the rest of those subtle nuances that might rightly be early (sometimes very early) indicators of things going amiss. It allows operators to separate them from noise. Weak signals as a tool moves the operator’s capabilities from being useful to being effective and reliable. Its single purpose is to aid operators to find operational issues early. It is a true situation awareness tool. Using it, operators can more easily and effectively evaluate early irregularities and other puzzling concerns that they come across to determine which might be meaningful and which are likely not. The use of weak signals can be a game changer. Every operator who understands how to use it and uses it well can have a better chance of maintaining good operation. Every enterprise that successfully incorporates weak signals into its control room infrastructure can take advantage of the increased ability of operators to find potential operational problems and issues.

This is a tool that you will retrofit into your existing control room operations. It fits seamlessly into shift changes and periodic “walk-throughs” during the shift, and it can be used as needed when troublesome things seem to pop up. The chapter lays out the foundation and the work process. Operators who understand and incorporate weak signals into their shift activities will have a powerful methodology for increasing situation awareness. Be assured that there is nothing weak about using weak signals. It is a powerful capability. The term weak implies that subtle changes or cues provide relevant clues. These clues offer important avenues for assessment. But they first must be identified. According to Paul Schoemaker and George Day, a weak signal is:

[a] seemingly random or disconnected piece of information that at first appears to be background noise but can be recognized as part of a significant pattern by viewing it through a different frame or connecting it with other pieces of information.¹

This chapter is about how to identify and assess weak signals. Weak signal management has a single purpose: early identification of potential abnormal situations. Weak signals is a situation awareness tool. Once identified and confirmed, the rest of situation management takes over. It uses all the existing plant infrastructure and operations management tools. This work process builds seamlessly onto the technology and methodology of Chapter 8, “Awareness and Assessment Tools,” and into the processes and work procedures you will find later on in Chapter 10, “Situation Management.” Together, operators have a way to find the out-of-normal and abnormal, hopefully in time to make the difference. Weak signal management provides the ability to take something not well formed and provide confirmation (or disconfirmation) of its likely existence.

Weak signals have an interesting history. The term was coined by H. Igor Ansoff in 1975. Ansoff recognized explicitly that almost no significant event emerges without some warning, although those warning signs can be extremely subtle and often indistinct. For the next 20 years, weak signals were an obscure label of something to look for. Bryan S. Coffman revisited them to extend and add structure to the concept in his MG Taylor monograph series in 1997 titled “Weak Signal Research.” Here was the beginning of a useful process. Some of the earliest uses were to make predictions about what new technology innovation might become a commercial success. Specifically, what might be the next big innovation to capture the market as a new product? The difficulty is that a real innovation does not build on something already there. The next innovative thing is not a continuation of an existing thing. It is an entirely new form. When people are asked what they would like to see in new things, they only see more wonderful versions of what is already there. So, to make the leap of insight, we must look for clues about what people do (as opposed to what they use to do it). We must ask what barriers might be in the way of doing it better. The clues, if any, are the weak signals.

This chapter lays out this tool for operators. Operators will use this tool differently. They will be looking for the next problem that they did not otherwise see coming. Besides the obvious utility of alarms, finding other potential problems is rather difficult. It is not so easy to be able to “keep an eye out” for things that could be amiss. The alarm system covers a really important part—everything that could be pre-identified for the enterprise design and operational requirements. But there is a lot left over that must be found. Weak signals fills a large part that gap. It provides an important tool

---

for operator effectiveness. We will explain the technology and process. There is a lot to it. This discussion has been carefully laid out for you and the many supporting side threads examined. Try to keep this in perspective. The concept is simple. It is straightforward to use. Operators will actually use weak signals around 5% of their on-shift time. The rest of situation management is about the remaining 95%. Together they provide a game changer for your operator.

Before we get started, let us clarify how weak signals are to be used. There is a popular notion that we should call hunches, intuitions, clues, and the like weak signals. As if calling them that will make a difference and somehow elevate the situation. It does not. The term weak signals is used here to mean both a dependable way for observing them and a principled plan for using them to identify true implications. It is this dual activity that promises to be the value. Let us see how it works.

### 9.1 Key Concepts

| **Weak Signals** | Weak signals are the foundation of a new technology that changes the operators' role from “hunting around hoping to find the problems” to an organized process for identifying likely ones. |
| **Weak Signal Analysis** | Weak signal analysis forms the core for simple yet powerful tools to expose abnormal process situations to the operator’s view. Every off-normal condition is a weak signal. |
| **Weak Signals** | Weak signals (1) are observable; (2) are suggestive but not definitive; and (3) when examined properly, could lead to the discovery of an important abnormal situation early enough to be valuable. |
| **Strong Knowledge** | Weak signals are only useful in situations in which underlying knowledge of the function and inner workings of the process being managed is strong and used. |
| **Solid Foundation Infrastructure** | Effective weak signal management can build only on an existing solid foundation. The quality of the entire enterprise is the single highest influence on the operator’s ability to find, understand, and manage operational threats. |
| **Short-Term Strategic Tool** | Weak signals is a short-term strategic tool providing a tactical look-ahead of likely developing abnormal situations, thus permitting operators to fully focus on the current task of maintaining regulation without blurring the need to find developing problems. |
| **Do Not Escalate** | Weak signals do not usually become stronger with time or worsening of the underlying off-normal situation; though it often becomes easier to backward-project them to look for evidence the longer they persist. |
| **Confirmation and Disconfirmation** | Weak signals evidence may exist as confirming (there is a real abnormal situation) or disconfirming (a real abnormal situation is unlikely here); both types must be sought and evaluated to guard against operator biases (Chapter 7, “Awareness and Assessment Pitfalls”). All confirmations must be clear, not vague. |
9.2 Introduction

This chapter is about strengthening your operator's ability to figure out what might be going wrong. This is a daunting responsibility. It is difficult for an operator to be constantly on the lookout for anything and everything that might be amiss in his plant or operation. It is a task made all the more difficult because most of the time things are okay. Success depends on years of experience and on-the-job skills that vary considerably from operator to operator. Even for the same operator it depends on how the day is going. Your best operator is not on every shift. Even your best operator has limitations. Weak signals augment alarms to expose much that might be subtle, indistinct, elusive, insidious, indistinct, fuzzy, or otherwise inconspicuous to the operator working hard to achieve adequate situation awareness. Not too long ago, alarm management was not useful enough, and it often interfered with the operator assessing situations. Early alarm management was done intuitively and incrementally. This has all changed. Alarm systems now have a strong and powerful role in the management of abnormal situations. We understand their basic principles and know how to apply them. And when we do so, they work remarkably well. Weak signals is an important aid for finding the rest of what might be going wrong.

A Word to the Reader

Weak signals is a new topic. It takes some getting used to. This chapter will walk you through it. Mastering weak signals will allow you to relate what might be happening in the plant or operation with the other activities of operating in a control room.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary Situation Awareness Tool</th>
<th>Weak signals are the “front line” of situation awareness. To be useful, control rooms must be designed for their effective detection.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weak Signals Question</td>
<td>&quot;What is wrong with the current operation and my assessment of it that I may not be aware of now?&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some Not Alarmed</td>
<td>Fast-evolving <em>transformative weak signals</em> can progress directly to consequences. If those situations could be anticipated in advance, alarms would have been designed for them. It is important, therefore, to identify and attempt to process transformative weak signals as soon as possible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alarms Plus Weak Signals</td>
<td>All process abnormalities worth knowing about that are not covered by appropriately configured alarms need to be available for exposure by weak signals. This is an <em>affirmative requirement</em> for HMI design, reporting protocols, and operating procedures. If they are neither, either the alarm system or weak signals need more work. This gap suggests a design failure in the understanding of process and operational risk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Soft” Observations</td>
<td>Weak signals can also arise from general observations of the process being managed or other sources surrounding that process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottom Line</td>
<td>Weak signals is a powerful information noise processing algorithm.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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To do this, the chapter is organized in layers. The layers begin at a concept level and progress deeper into the details and options. It is suggested that the reader read the entire chapter fully. This way, as important techniques and provisions are introduced and discussed, preliminary ideas can build into an understanding. As you read, it will become clear why this book carefully prepared the control room for getting ready to help this to work. The operating discipline of shift change both assists the leaving operator to make sense of his shift and at the same time orient the arriving operator to what to expect. The HMI is carefully designed to convey the critical functionality of the plant in a way that exposes as much of the irregularities (all those weak signals) as a good understanding of the plant will permit. Being able to understand and manage uniquely human thought and planning limitations keeps the operator better focused on finding out what might be amiss without getting in his way of keeping an open mind as he gathers confirming or disconfirming evidence for it.

This book could have been written almost the same had we not known about weak signals. In fact, this book was initially conceived without them. The entire frame of the book had been laid out without them. It was clear that for operators to do a good job, we needed them to be well trained with an in-depth understanding of the plant and equipment. We needed properly designed plants with strong management systems. We needed effective maintenance programs. We needed control rooms designed to facilitate the long shifts and the varied work going on inside them. We needed the HMI to fully engage the operator and allow him to fully open the windows to the process and provide the handles to adjust as needed to keep things on course. We needed a collaboration and operational charter as the tools of last resort. All of this puts situation management on as firm a footing as our best practices and experiences could provide. And that is where it was for a while.

Add weak signals to the mix and not much seems to change. But in reality, everything has changed. They give a clearheaded operator who is not fatigued and is looking at his HMI, the ability to see those subtle things that suggest something is amiss. And once they are seen, he has a process to evaluate their importance and significance. This is an extraordinary tool for finding abnormal operations early. Weak signals do not take the place of everything else. Rather, they build on everything else. Meaningful use of weak signals depends on those other things!

Before we look into this remarkable topic, I offer some advice. As you read how the concept of weak signals works and how the operator fits into its functionality, many of you are going to get a feeling that to do it well will be extremely taxing. Alarms are one thing. They sound when needed, gain the operator’s attention, and provide most, if not all, the necessary guidance to manage the situation. Weak signals do not do any
Part III

Situation Management
Situation Management

Never mistake motion for action.
Ernest Hemmingway (Author)

We learn so little from experience because we often blame the wrong cause.
Joseph T. Hallinan (Author)

We must stop all this communication and start having a conversation.
Mark Twain (Author, Samuel Langhorne Clemens)

Now is the time to claim your prize! You did not win the lottery. Sorry. Anyway, relying on chance to keep things going well is not a dependable strategy. There are better ways. Here are some. In this concluding chapter on situation management, you will see the many ways you can change “chance” into competence. It is about ensuring that the job operators do will be beneficial. This chapter cements everything together so operators can deliver. It will help operators gain confidence in operations. To get the real prize, management must make changes, followed by operations, engineering, and maintenance. Everyone is part of this team. This team is going to work.
How the team works is everything. How the individual works will lay the framework for how the team works. We rely on a four-step process to keep everything clear and working.

1. **Observe** – See what about the enterprise might need attention and action.

2. **Confirm (or disconfirm) problem** – Understand everything that needs attention. Keep the parts that actually need clarification, attention, or action. Discard those that do not.

3. **Remediate** – Decide what intervention must be done and how to do it to manage everything that needs it. Carry out the needed actions and activities that were decided on.

4. **Confirm (or disconfirm) resolution** – Verify the effectiveness of actions and correct where needed.

The effectiveness and power of taking each step in order comes from knowing *only that step is being thought about and worked on*. Nothing is permitted to spill over into the next step before you are complete with this current step. Keeping everything distinct is effective in ensuring that each step is fully explored and understood in its own right. By not jumping ahead and by being careful, you can minimize those natural tendencies to succumb to biases that always lead down the wrong track; provide clear and structured opportunity to engage dual tools to work, including collaboration and delegation; and ensure enough information is at hand to prepare for the next step.

As you read into this chapter, you will come across many ideas and suggestions for changing the way your enterprise is designed and managed. As you find ideas you would like to use, please keep in mind that the best way to do so would be to design them into the fabric of your existing enterprise. Resist the temptation to add a new procedure, a new committee, or a new list of responsibilities. Doing it that way could be quick and less costly, but it is unlikely that it would be either efficient or sustainable. You want both. Work out how each new idea or concept should fit back into an existing procedure or training program. Design and modify the existing ones to include the new.

### 10.1 Key Concepts

| Situation Management | Situation management is the ability to identify possible and potential threats to good operation of a plant or enterprise; confirm the validity, significance, and extent of the threats; undertake appropriate response to the threats to remediate or, if remediation is not possible, limit the extent of damage; and evaluate the results of those efforts. |
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1. Explicitly identify what the current situation is.
2. Fully and independently confirm that situation is as identified.
3. Remediate or resolve only the situation identified and confirmed (no “changing horses in midstream”).
4. Confirm or disconfirm that current corrective actions are working.

Effective Situation Management Changes the Rules; New Rules Mean Better Outcomes

When an infrastructure is prepared for the unexpected as if it were “expected,” the entire rules of the “game” become operations of competence.

Managing shift workflow will significantly improve the operators’ ability to detect and manage impending abnormal situations, and at the same time reduce uncertainty and stress.

Knowledge and Experience Should Rule

Operating in a major situation requires the active participation of individuals solely based on their expertise (demonstrated knowledge and experience) regardless of their immediate position in the organization hierarchy.

Design In Rather Than Add On

The best way for sustainable implementation is to design in rather than add on.

Control Room “Condition”

Use of specialized control room conditions can provide the environment where operator ability to focus is enhanced by explicitly managing distraction and simultaneously providing special targeted resources.

Goals versus Risk

When operational risk challenges operational goals, managing risk always comes first.

Escalation Is a Safeguard That Improves with Use

The ability to rapidly deploy competent escalation teams to the control room can make the difference between dangerous operations through inappropriate risk-taking or inability to recognize incipient danger and an orderly transition to a safe operating state.

Enterprises will readily deploy escalation teams as often as needed to back up their culture for safe and effective operations.

Successful situation management requires operators to apply specific solutions to problems without specifically experiencing them beforehand. This requires competence training on how situation management tools and concepts are used.

10.2 Introduction

Automation today places the operator well above the minute-by-minute responsibility of watching process variable values and making manual adjustments to maintain proper regulation. Enterprises have sophisticated automation equipment to do that job. Whether it is a single-loop controller that measures a pressure to modulate the position of a control valve or a vast distributed control system that manages an entire plant, operators watch rather than manipulate. Only when proper operation might be at risk is the operator called on to act. In this new world of operations, the most important operator task is to know when things are going well and when they might not be. Every time an early abnormal operating situation is missed, valuable solution time is lost. When the abnormal situation gets worse and is also missed, much more is at risk. Often incidents, some very serious, are the result. And when intervention is called for, the skill of the operators and the performance of the supporting actors can make the difference.
Situation management is about finding and managing problems, not so much about resolving them. Once found, most of the solving is usually well understood. Most trouble comes from not finding the real problem, finding only a part and not finding those other parts, or failing to properly work a solution.

This chapter is about how things come together in the control room. Let us start by remembering the fundamental concepts for effective situation management. Everything in this book supports one of these four core concepts:

1. Explicitly observe what the current situation can be or is.
2. Fully and independently confirm or disconfirm that the actual situation is what you think it is.
3. Remediate or resolve only the situation identified and confirmed (no “changing horses in midstream”).
   a. Factor in all threats present or on the horizon that can shape the solution.
   b. Always stay in familiar territory by never letting the process or operation take the operator to a place he has never been before (instead, shut down or safe park).
4. Make sure the resolution effectively resolves the problem.

A problem is not considered to be found until its potential risk (if not resolved) is fully understood.

The Situation Management Activity

Situation management is the competent execution of the four fundamental activities. Refer to Figure 10-1 (repeated from the Chapter 1, “Getting Started”). Everything in this book supports these activities.

Successful situation management requires operators to use specific solutions to problems without ever being trained or experiencing them specifically beforehand. That tool kit requires operators to be proficient at detecting early abnormal operations, evaluating those situations to identify all that must be addressed, and successfully addressing each. This is what the entire book is about. It is how you can ensure that what the operator needs gets successfully done. The shared understanding and acceptance of the principles of good operation protocols, competency training, and operational improvement
tools are the front line of success. Because these principles are so important, tools must be carefully designed, often following industry good practice guidelines or conforming to regulatory guidance and requirements. Operators and supervisors must be trained and refreshed in their use. Recommendations from incidents and accidents are carefully examined and folded back appropriately. Technology and equipment providers are ever-improving their offerings. Given proper management resourcing and direction, all of this should work to improve the control of operations.

**Step-by-Step Working Process**

Let us break this down into a nice, clean working process. Remember, for each bit of information, be sure to use the information fork (see Chapter 8, “Awareness and Assessment Tools”) to identify the known parts and flag the unsure and assumptions parts. Only the known parts can be used.

**Activity 1: Observe Possible Problem**

- **Step 1.** Find all potential and reasonable problems that may be causing the process to be abnormal. *Make no evaluation* about how confident you feel about each or how plausible each might be.

  *Here you are just making a list of cautionary clarifications for the step.*

**Activity 2: Confirm or Deny Problem**

- **Step 2.** Find all evidence that tends to *confirm* each problem as being the right problem, and find all evidence that tends to *deny* each problem as being the...
right one. Do not attempt to decide which problem might be the one causing the process to be abnormal.

*Here you are making lists for each separate candidate problem.*

- **Step 3.** Where some evidence confirming and/or denying one candidate problem is shared by another candidate problem found in step 2, then carefully and deliberately look for a larger or different problem that combines the two that share confirming and denying evidence. If you can, add that one to the list of potential problems found in step 2.

*Refine the list of problems to the smallest sensible number found.*

- **Step 4.** Settle on the Step 3 list of problem(s) (abnormal situation observed and confirmed that needs active resolution).

*Make the list and arrange the items in order of operational risk. Make sure that none are moving too fast to manage.*

**Activity 3: Remediate Problem**

- **Step 5.** Identify remediation protocols and procedures applicable to managing each problem.

*These must be established and approved procedures as well as trained-for activities.*

- **Step 6.** Identify all threats that are outside the immediate problem but can affect either the choice of remediation method or the way the remediation is applied.

*Example threats include threat of loss of essential utilities, missing support manpower or other resources, problems in adjacent operating areas that might spill over into this one, and need for escalation or collaboration.*

- **Step 7.** Execute the remediation activities making sure that all actions and activities, and all results and changes, are expected and understood. If not, at any time, immediately begin “permission to operate” activities and procedures.

**Activity 4: Confirm or Deny Resolution**

- **Step 8.** Continue monitoring and remediation activities until the situation is resolved. At any time where remediation activities fail to progress or achieve the needed results, and alternate activities are not a planned part of the remediation, immediately begin “permission to operate” activities and procedures.

At this point, the problem is resolved or the plant activities are in a safe place under established “permission to operate” activities and procedures. No other state is permitted.
10.3 Lessons from Air France Flight 447

In important respects, the tragic crash of Air France Flight 447, an Airbus A330-203, into the South Atlantic Ocean provides a rich experience in the value, actually the necessity, of proper operations management in the face of uncertainty—and the intimately related damaging effects of confusion. It is precisely this that situation management is designed to detect and advise. To understand this event, we will use what has been pieced together from the various records of the flight and expert conclusions.

Background

On June 1, 2009, Flight 447 was at cruising altitude after a routine scheduled departure from Rio de Janeiro on its way to Paris. It crashed into the sea some 3.5 hours later with a loss of life of all 228 passengers and crew. The initiating event was inoperable airspeed measurements caused by excessive icing of the Pitot tube measurement elements located on the outside skin of the fuselage. The proximate cause was aerodynamic stall caused by a too low airspeed. The too low airspeed was the direct result of pilot action. Predictably, the stall resulted in a complete loss of ability to fly. Although the problem of excessive icing of the Pitot tube airspeed sensors was well documented, Air France failed to upgrade the tubes on all fleet aircraft. This was compounded by the lack of proper training of Air France pilots in Airbus aircraft handling under full manual control. Training was deficient to the point that most current pilots would fail.

We examine the timeline of events leading up to the time of the crash. During an uneventful portion of Flight 447, the captain woke the second pilot for duty and left the cockpit for a routine nap. Later, within a few minutes after the airplane entered turbulent weather, the autopilot and auto-thrust systems disengaged. The airplane had flown into a thunderstorm with significant turbulence. It was one of several storms in the area, so it may have been difficult to avoid without extensive flight path deviation, although most pilots would choose flight path changes to avoid the storms. There was no indication that the pilot of Flight 447 made any effort to avoid this particular storm. The airspeed indicator increased sharply (for reasons unknown at the time, but later learned to be due to the failure of the airspeed sensors). The stall alarm sounded (an antithetical event; had airspeed actually increased, which it did not, the pilot neglected to process the true cause of this alarm). This led the pilot to erroneously assume that the aircraft was flying at too high a speed. The crew made consistent changes in flight surfaces designed to reduce airspeed. The actual airspeed eventually fell below stall, and the aircraft lost all ability to maintain flight. It has been estimated

Appendix: Definitions of Terms, Abbreviations, and Acronyms

“What’s in a name?”

William Shakespeare

abnormal. The state of not being normal. See also normal.

abnormal situation. Any unexpected or unintended situation that differs from what is expected.

absolute alarm. Standard construction for most alarms. The present condition of a potential alarmed variable is compared against the preset alarm activation point. When crossed, the alarm becomes active.
- Dynamic modification of the alarm activation point and/or priority is permitted.
- See also enhanced alarming.

accident. An unforeseeable and unexpected turn of events that causes loss of value, injury, and increased liabilities.

ACK: acknowledge.

ACK’d: an alarm that has been acknowledged. See acknowledge.

acknowledge. The first operator action that indicates the recognition of an alarm to the alarm-managing portion of the control system.

action. The activity of doing something tangible (usually physical).

activate. An alarm that becomes “in alarm” by the monitored entity passing over the alarm activation point from the normal into the abnormal condition. See also alarm activation point.
**active state.** The status of a configured alarm being in alarm (the process or condition value on the alarm side of normal or within the alarm deadband).

**adequate resources.** Management is required to provide operators with accurate information and the training, tools, procedures, management support, and operating environment necessary for the operator to take action to help prevent accidents and minimize commodity losses.

**advanced alarm.** See *enhanced alarm.*

**alarm.** An audible or visible means of indicating to the operator an equipment or process malfunction or abnormal condition requiring a response.

**alarm acknowledge.** See *acknowledge.*

**alarm activation.** The state in which an alarm becomes active (enters the state of being in alarm).

**alarm activation point.** The threshold value or discrete state of a process variable that triggers the alarm into the active state.

**alarm class.** This is a misleading term. Dividing alarms into classes is not useful for operators or for designing alarm systems in general. Alarm priority should be used to assign a level of importance to alarms. See *alarm priority.*

**alarm deadband.** The range through which the alarmed variable must be varied away from the alarm activation point in order to clear the alarm.

**alarm flood.** The situation when the number of alarm activations exceeds the operator’s ability to process them.

**alarm group.** The set of alarms associated within the alarm system. See also *plant area model.*

**alarm historian.** The database that contains the long-term record of all alarm (and other) activities associated with alarms. See also *alarm summary.*

**alarm horn.** Any type of audible sound (including voice response commands and warnings) that is initiated when an alarm activates and alerts the operator to the presence of an active alarm. The alarm horn will silence when the operator silences or acknowledges the alarm.

Some plants use different sounds and/or tones to distinguish between various operator positions and/or alarm priorities. This practice must be carefully designed to avoid confusion and unnecessary distraction during times of stress.

**alarm indication.** All means of indicating to the operator that an alarm has been activated.
alarm limit. Archaic term. See alarm activation point.

alarm log. The historical record of alarm indications and actions.

alarm management. The processes and practices for determining the need for, documenting, designing, monitoring, and maintaining alarm systems.

alarm message. The text message that is normally used to convey identification information about an alarm when it activates. This is an important part of the alarm summary.

alarm philosophy. The guiding document for design or redesign of the entire alarm system.

alarm points. The process conditions that are configured to be alarms. These are usually specific physical entities (pressure, temperature, purity, etc.).

alarm priority. The attribute of an alarm that defines a specific level of importance to the alarm to be used by the operator in deciding which alarms to work and in which order.

This is the primary way enterprises manage operational risk when alarms activate.

alarm rationalization. See rationalization.

alarm readiness state. The physical state of an alarm with regard to whether it is expected to activate when the alarm activation point is passed.

alarm response manual. The set of all alarm response sheets. See alarm response sheet.

alarm response sheet. A document (sheet) that contains all information about a given alarm and fully documents every operational aspect. It is extremely useful to both the operator and the alarm system designer.

The format may be a printed or online form, which may include dynamically assembled basic process control system (BPCS) screen information relevant to the alarm and plant states.

alarm set point. This is a misleading term. See alarm activation point.

alarm summary. See alarm summary display.

alarm summary display. A graphic human-machine interface (HMI) display that lists alarm indications over a period of time. The list includes the status of all active alarms and all recently cleared alarms.

In general, the BPCS manufacturer preconfigures the display and only facilitates minor customer customization.


alarm summary sheet. See alarm response sheet.
**alarm system.** The entire construction (the collection of hardware, software, procedures, and protocols) that detects the alarm state, conveys that information and other supporting information to the operator, and archives all alarm information.

**alarm trip point.** Archaic term. See *alarm activation point.*

**alert.** A message or other visible and/or audible means of indicating to the operator a plant situation or equipment condition that does not require a response.

Alerts are useful in replacing old alarms that were used only for the purpose of notifying the operator of equipment status or condition. See also *message* and *notification.*

**audit.** The activity of examining status or performance by comparing the current conditions against the requirements. The audit results usually include recommendations for improvement.

**auto shelve.** An advanced alarm or enhanced alarm function that detects the need for shelving an alarm and does so without operator intervention, according to a pre-planned procedure.

**automation.** The technology and equipment designed to operate mostly without undue operator attention.

**backward-projection.** The activity of identifying places to look for evidence of the most impactful implications that resulted from forward-extrapolation. See also *forward-extrapolation* and *weak signals.*

**bad actors.** Any alarm (usually thought of as a significant number of alarms) that activates too often to permit the proper operator actions. Taken as a class, these alarms result in a significant distraction to the operator who must acknowledge them, and because they can block or hide more useful alarms, even very important ones.

**base load.** Operator loading for all basic tasks and responsibilities when the plant or operation is functioning normally. See also *operator load.*

**BATNEEC:** best available technology not entailing excessive cost.

**best practice.** A recommended practice that is considered the most appropriate by those in the field of activity. See also *recommended practice.*

**BPCS:** basic process control system. See *primary controls platform.*

**bypass.** To manually modify a function to prevent its activation. The term is used to imply that some mechanical method (e.g., using jumper wires) has been employed to ensure that the affected alarm will not activate. See also *cutout, disable, inhibit, and suppress.*

(This term is not normally used to describe alarm readiness states.)
Note: Page numbers followed by f or t indicate figures or tables, n refers to chapter footnotes.
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